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Dilwyn Jones
Several important developments for the QL
scene are taking place concurrenlly at the
moment. The main one is no doubt the
"TCP/|P" project in Switzerland. Jon Dent
has made a point of keeping QL tmail
Mailing List members updated on progress
and he has kindly writlen an article for us
on this subject so that you can see that it
really is happening and quite well advanced
too.
Thin in +',"^ l^^l laa^hi- "^^ ,J^' 4,,,^.^,^ +^i ilrJ ilI tur il ttru \rudLililil vdil uut iluwetd il..i

make ProWesS treely distrrbutable. This can
only be good the fact that Prowess is free
(although still Joachim's copyright) means
that the improved windowing, scaleable
fonts and HTML reader etc can offer a way
forward tor QL soflware such as Web brow-
sers and Web page development tools in
addition to bringing the concept of standard
printer drivers closer for all. At firsl, I was
worried lhis meant the end of ProWesS
support and development, then he goes
and proves me completely wrong by relea-
sing a new version with improved Q40 sup-
port.
I am also aware ol some software projects
going on behind the scenes in relation to
HTML page creation and so on - Geoff
Wicks is building some support for HTML
output into his QL2PC software and I have
been working on a program called D0C2
HTML to allow basic Web pages to be cre-
ated in Quill. 0f course, we already have Jo-
nathan Hudson's Lynx browser and email
software which Jon Dent hopes to support
with his software. I seem to recall that there
is an ftp client software for QD0S too, al-

though I cannot
remember who
the author is.

This is not ihe
first time QD0S
has had access
to the Web of
course-uQLx
users probably
have that ho-
noul since Jo-
nathan Hudson
made use of
the underlying
TCPiIP facilities
of Linux via the
uQLx emulator
for his email
software to
gain access to
the Web. lf me-
mory serves

me right, there was also a version of the
Mosaic browser lor the QL at one time,
though it never gained widespread use.
The"colour drivers" are continurng to deve-
iop though so far only for the Q40. Better
like this in my opinion - get them working
properly first and then get them to work on
the other systems. I gather that Roy Wood
has lent an Aurora system to Tony Tebby in
an attempt to assist with development, and
work should de{initely proceed on the QXL
versions and the way prepared for QPC to
join the rank of systems eventually enjoying
the new GD2 facilities!
Another cover disk with lhis issue I'm afraid.

Rich Mellor has kindly supplied some demo
versions of his software, Norman Dunbar's
assembler series provides some material
such as an updated GWASL assembler and
the latest QLTdis code. Although we were
not exactly bombarded with modules for
CueDark as we had hoped, we did receive
some interesting submissions which are on
the disk- we hope you'll help us select a
winning entry, Apologres for having to ZIP
everything on the disk, we ran out of space
and felt it was a good excuse to get every-
one using Archiver's Control Panel (see

Roy's article).
All this progress and what do I do?
Generate an article looking back at the 80s
and 90s lor QLers, Strll, it was an rnteresting
exercice for me and brought back some
memories - nostalgia isn't what it used to
be, as they say.
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Fno\(esS News frorn pROGs
Joachim van der Auwera has decided to take
ProWesS, the PROGS windowing syslem, off the
market to help the QL move on, and to make it
freely distributable While PROGS retain copy-
right on the software, it can now be freely down
loaded from their Web site and used by Qlers
Given the move towards better comms facilities
on the QL and that ProWesS includes an HTML
reader for example, this is definitely good news
and will encourage use of the advanced facilities
of ProWesS Programming information for it is
also available from sources such as Joachim's
Web site. ProWesS will be downloadable from
the Web site
http:/lwww.triathlonS 8"corn/Joachi m/
in time, but until then users can download the
{iles from the liiathlon9S anonymous flp server
ftp ://triath lon98"com
including programming information,
On 13 February 2000 PROGS released a revised
ProWesS version for Q40 users, including changed
caching handling in the DLL manager to properly
work on the Q40 (this requires SMSQ/E 2.94 or
higher or compatible caching support); added a
new mode 33 bitmap driver for the Q40 and
support for mode 33 detection in the screen
driver; startup file has undergone sorne minor
changes {adding some extra pauses) to make
loading work properly on the Q40.

Sirron Goodwin
Congratulations io QL guru Simon Goodwin and
partner Chris Lyle on the birth of their son lngo
Erin Lyle-Goodwin. lngo was born on 15,06 on
22nd February 2000, weighing 7 pounds 6 5
ounces, after a long and rather dilficult birth.
Simon is in the process of moving house and
has rather a lot on his plate at the moment. Any
correspondence {or Simon can be sent via his
previous address in Oldbury and it will get redi
rected to his new home.

lllness
Our best wishes to Rich Mellor who has been
unwell of late, and also to Bill Richardson who
has spent some time in hospital recently. Best
wishes to boih for a full and speedy recovery.

MINIVIEW
This is a new compact plain text file viewer by
Dilwyn Jones, even smaller than the original text
file viewer by the same author The version
without QLiberator compiler runtimes is only
about 7K longl
It is freeware and can be used for distributing
text files such as instructions for software, or
just used as a compact and ullra simple to ope-
rate text file viewer: lt simply lets you load a text
file and scroll through it using the cursor keys
There is a PRINT command to allow the file to
be printed.
lf a filename is passed to the program as a com-
mand parameter the program loads and displays
that file, This allows it to be used with Filelnfo for
example. Otherwise, it prompts for a filename.
MiniView will soon be available from PD libraries
and from his Web site,
http:l/wvnru.soft.net. ukldj/index. fitml

tjQLX IdEV/S
The 28.1.00 release of the uQLx emulator from
Richard Zidlicky has the following changes'
USE-VM for Linux xBG and SPARC Solaris.
Allows I2'2A0k speed improvement, I wonder
who needs that in the times of GHz CPUs? This
is very stable on Linux x86 2.0,35, but crashes
Linux m68k 2.2.16JU {thus disabled for this ar
chitecture by default).
Random changes to fs code to work around
bugs in QDOS programs,

ERGON Development
Ergon Development have now released v2.24 ot
the Open World graphics conversion program as
freeware. Along with Masterbasic 1.46 and the
ZeXcel Spectrum emulator it is available for down-
load from frgon's Web site'
http ://www. geooities"cornlS il iconVal ley/Fark/
6533/davldeeng"htm
Davide Santachiara is looking at organising an
Italian QL meeting later this year possibly in

Septernber

Q40 I{E\flS
pqiv011 is a picture viewer for the Q40 running
under pointer environment. lt requires SMSQ/I
2.95 on a Q40 PCX, PNG, PIC and GIF files may
be viewed. qiv012 is also an image viewer but
for command line and which doesn't need pointer
environment,
The Q40 web slte www"q4O.de includes the qs-
player sound player software for the Q40 and
Jonathan Hudson's sox sound conversion utili-
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ties. Thierry Godefroy's port of P0V31q (Persis'
tence ol Vision) ray-tracer software.
The Linux/QDOS classic CD-ROM is available via
the online Q40 shop.

Jonathan Hudson News
Jonathan's Web site has moved-it is now on
http:/lwww.hedwig.uklinux.net/index.htrn I

Visitors to the previous address will be redirected
after a short wait.

ln addition to the 'sox" sound lile conversion uti
lities for QDOS systems, Jonathan has now re-
leased 'Sound Toys", a sound playing utility which
plays all sox supported sound formats (requires
the sox package though).
Wxqt2 v0.06 is the 5/3/00 release of the gra-
phical front end for qltools 2.14 and qxltool 1.13,

which provides a graphical front end environ-
nnent for accessing QDOS formatted media
(floppy and hard disk) under Unix or Windows
systems. qxltooll.i3 addresses a problem copy-
ing files to/from the root directory on some
Windows systems.
Qlynx was updated on 3/3/00, This is the SMS/
QDOS port of Lynx v2 B 2 broswer which pro-

vides full internet/WWW access under the uQLx
emulator: Lynx can convert HTML to ASCII This
version requires Gold Card or better preferably
uQLx.

TF Services
SMSQ/I 2.95e Beta and QDOS Classic beta
version P are now available, along with the
Linux/QDOS Classic CD-ROM for the Q40,
Work was progressing earlier this year towards
release 1.99 of Minerva, which would add hires
screen support under Aurora.

News from Dave Walker
Dave Walker's Web site now includes the 6/2/00
release of the C68 LIBC library in C68 for QDOS
to fix a problem reported with scanffl roulines.
There is also a Beta version of Discover v4.20
that adds the ability to read CDROM drives at-
tached to a Qubide interface, and a new release
of the C6SToolutility for use with C68 for QDCS
Dave's site is on
htip://www"itirnpi.freeserve.eo"uky'

QBranch
QBranch have loaned Tony Tebby an Aurora ma-
chine for colour driver development, stating that
TT is already working on the development of
SMSQ/E for QXL and QPC. QBranch and TF Ser-
vices are looking inlo the feasibility of construc-
tion of the GoldFire expansion previously planned

by Qubbesoft P/D

QBranch have some of ihose rarities, ED disks,
available for t15 for 10 disks
We have a couple of QXLs, Qubides Super Gold
Cards and Auroras for sale. Qubides, QXLs and

Super Gold Cards are pretty rare at the momenl.

ARCHVERS CONTROI- P,ANEL 4"OO
is now available from Thierry Godefroy. New in
this release,

" ta/gzip/bzipZlcompress support added (these
compression programs are also available from
Thierry's Web site)

* New"tools"sub menu allowing splitting of
large files into severai fragments

o Extended configuration sub-menu

Qemul-ator News
Q-emulalor 2.0 for Windows 9x/NT is now availa-
ble. lt features a 640x480 full screen mode, very
fast graphics The QL display occupies most of the
screen. You can also switch to 1024x768 full

screen mode, where the QL display takes the
whole screen, This is the slowest mode, due to the
large amount of video memory used. lt's the only
mode that emulates flashing in the QL I colors
mode. Faster accelerated text output and block
graphics. lt is possible to specify a key to be auto-
matically pressed at the initial QL Fl/Fz prompl.

Q-emulator is shareware. This means that you can
freely download a limited version of Q emulator
and use it for two weeks to test many of its
features and run your QL software (at limited
speed). lf you want to keep lhe emulator and
unlock all the features, you buy a registration code
that unlocks the program. Q emulalor can be

downloaded from
http ://www geocities.eom/$ il ieonVatr I ey/
heights/1296/

@L troday



Just Wordsl \ileb Page
Just Wordsl now has a web page at:
iritB':;;r niernt e rS.iiip oci. c6. iji#Ee o?iWieks r ; u st
words.htrn
This is a short and simple page to allow
downloading of the demo versions of the
program range.

R\fAP Naws
A demo version of Flightdeck is now available,
cost 2 pounds from myself. This has mosl of the
features of the full version, except that flying time
is limited to 10 minules
I have now released v3 5 of Payroll and v3 5 of
Cash liader which will mean that any smallime-
dium slze business can now once again use ihe
QL to run off weekly/monthly payrolls and keep
its accounts (including VAT reports) These pro-
grams cost 5 pounds each (either new or as up-
grades from the original) or both can be ordered
for B pounds.
I have also now re-released QL Cosmos, a for-
mer Talent asironomy program which allows you
to display the posilion of the planets, stars and
comets at any given time and date, from any-
where on the farth. You can simply move a cur-
sor over one of the objects in the sky to get
more detailed information.
The SBASIC/SuperBAS|C Reference h/anual has
now reached release 3. Each upgrade costs 6
pounds each for approx 40 double sided 44
sheets (or 10 pounds for 2 updates) Most of the
Turbo Toolkit commands are now covered, inclu-
ding some which have never before been docu-
mented.
lf you are uncertain which release of the manual
you already have, please note thal for Release 1,

page 1 of the Contents is dated 10/1/98. Release
2 and 3 have the release number shown on the
footer of the Foreword pages.
It is always worlh updating the source disks -

these cosl 2 pounds.
I can also snpply the updaled version of the DIY
Toolkit series (3 DD disks) for 4 pounds

Q-eelt News
We have now released a CD-ROM for the QL of
Line Design clipart Over 5,500 -LDP liles for Line
Design, nearly 600M8 ol clipart in total This CD
should be suitable for QL emulators which can
make use of QXL.WIN files {ie QXL, QPC, uQLx
and recent versions of PC Qemulator). lt is in
150-9660 format Regrettably the sheer quantity
o{ cliparl makes it impossible to make this
available on oiher media The price is ti5 plus

P&P

Regrettably, the QL emulators CD-ROM compila-
tion has been delayed, it is hope to be available

.*oen.-.Thic,will be {reswere-.v;hen .it-i.s--€$",sntuel\,

released, although please read lhe documentation
as some aulhors may have placed minor
restriciions on distribuiion of some programs
included.
We have also released an updated version of the
Dilwyn Jones Bargain Bundle CD-ROM, whlch
includes a couple of new freeware programs and
corrects some errors in the documentation. The
CD costs 125 or existing users can upgrade for
t5, it is of course still available on 1l HD or DD
disks for the same price.

Q-Celt have also recently aquired a large quantity
of high quality BLACK coloured PS/2 Keyboards,
idealfor use on a PC {running QPC or whatever)
to make il look more QL orientatedll They also
work with the Di-Ren keyboard lnlerface on a real

QL with a PS/2 to 5 pin DIN adaptor fitted to the
end of the keyboard connector - they are
untested as yet on SuperHermes. They are IBM

branded keyboards, brand new and boxed,
originally retailing aI127 99 each We have good
stock, bul are selling fast. We are selling them at

[15 plus P&Paboul half price
We also have a quantity of second user lightly
used tD disks for sale at t10 for a pack of 10

Anyone wanting larger quantities can contact
Q-Celt to see if we can arrange a discount for
larger quantities.

News fronr Bill Richardson
There are quite a few Qlers who, with respect,
we might refer to as the'old brigade'looking for
good old fashioned double density, or even high
density twin drives as replacements. The pro-
blems are that DSDD are no longer made nor are
Extra Density (ED) Sometimes HD drives can be
used with DD disks, but some don't and are often
incompatible in a twin drive configuration. as they
are designed without a D1 D2 switch although
this can somelimes be fixed, with a soldered link
where there are pads lo solder to on the circuit
board We have however just bought a quantity
of TIAC high density drives which have not only
got switches, but are compatible with double
densily and high density disks
Regarding exlra density,we have not been able to
find them at all, and would be glad of any informa-
tion on possible sources, and the same applies to
discs although Roy Wood has found a few
recenily
The shorlage problem also applies to RGB
monitors, allhough we slill have a few left, so dig
out such products you have passed by and make
the"old brigade" happy

QL Todoy



Cover Disk Notes
All files on this cover disk have been ZlPped
because of ihe feature on Archlver's Control
Panel. Have fun unzipping it all with Archiver's
Control Panel -see Roy Wood's article. Once you
have unzipped the various {iles, please read any
accompanying _TXT or _DOC files. I suggest
you LRUN the BOOT program first which will
unzip one of the zip files of your choice (suggest
you do Archivers Control Panel first). BO0T asks
rrn" *a -^l^^+ ^^^ ^t +L-^ 1l --;- !;l^^ r^yuu ru seteur urie ui ine 14 ztp iiles i0 rjnztp.
STEP 1

LRUN FLPI-ROOT
STEP ?

type in the number of the file shown on
screen, trom 1io 14

s'['EP 3
enter the name of the drive containing the
cover disk {e.g, FLPI-}

STEP 4
enter the name of the drive to unzip io {e.g.
FLP2*)

lf you have a single floppy disk drive system, you
can unzip to ramdisk {RAM1_ or RAM2-} first,
then copy all of the files frorn ramdisk onto a
blank formatted floppy disk afterwards I suggest
you use a separaie blank formatted floppy disk
for the larger programs such as Archivers Con-
trol Panel and the RWAP games demos.

The files on the cov€r disk include:

ACP,{e00-zip
Archiver's Control Panel v4.00 from Thierry
Godefroy,

r.JhtzrP
- you'll need this to decompress everything

on this diskl This is the Jonathan Hudson
Unzip v5.32 for the QL. The full QL versions o{
Zip and Unzip may be obtained from
Jonathan's Web site

http://www"hedwig.uklin ux"net/index.htrnl
The B0OT program calls UNZIP to
decompress the zip fiies on the disk.

GeeGraph-zip
contains the listings from Herb Schaaf's Gee
Graphics series.

wolfboot-zip
contains ihe "Mly Boot' article from QLToday
Vol 4 lssue 1

The following files contain the entries from the
various authors for the CueDark modules com-
petilion Some include texi file notes

Thierry-zip
contarn modules from Thierry Godefroy for
CueDark, but at his request these are simply
supplied on an 'as is'basis, not actual entries
for the competition,

Duncan-zip
contains two sets of modules, one set for the
Q40, the other for the Aurora.

Stephen-zip
contains entries from Stephen Poole-rnost of
these run best on a 512x256 QL screen.

tulareel-zip
contains a 'iravelling through the stars' saver
module, very effective on QPC as you'd
expect from Marcel Kilgus.

Ft^ - -:*rur _zr[.J

contains a puzzle-type saver trom Per Witte
Dietrich-zip

contains a floating digital cloek routine from
Dietrich Buder

INDEX4*zip
contains a text file index for Volume 4 of QL
Today. lndex of Volume l, Volume 2 and Volume
3 along with back issues of previous cover
disks can be downloaded from the Web site

httB:/lurww"soft . net. u k/djli n dex. htrnl

Gwasltr3-zip
contains version 1.3 of George Gwilt's GWASL
68008 assembler a more recenl version of the
program supplied on a previous cover disk. This
version is better suited for use with Norman
Dunbar's Assembler programming series,

Q[-TDlS3-zip
contains liles for the QLToday Disassembler
project as part ol Norman Dunbar's assem-
bler prograrnming series.

MDP2-zip
contains Al Boehm's MidiPlayer 2 program, for
those wanting to control a MlDl synthesiser
from their QL network ports.

Flightdeck-zip
A demo version (time limited) of the Flight-
deck flight simulation software from RWAP

DdayMkNl-zip
A demo version of D-Day Mkll wargame from
RWAP

Qt ffodeg



9000 Hcve QTJANTA Worksho
John Hall

The 4th Hove QUANTA work
shop was held on Sunday
27th February at the Excel-
sior Hotel on the Hove sea-
f ront.

The gathering for the tradi-
tronal pre-show lndian meal
on fhe Saturday nighi was
smaller than in previous years

lust myself, Jochen Merz,
Roy Wood, Roy's wife and
their young daughter and
this was to an extent
reflected in the turn-out at the
show For a mixture of per
sonal and business reasons,
Rich Mellor {RWAP Software),
Darren Branagh {Q-Celt Com
puting) and Dilwyn Jones {QL
Toady editor) were unable to
attend. Ron Dunnett, who
wound u0 Qubbesoft at the
end of 1999, was also mis-
sed.
Those traders who were able
to attend comprised Jochen
Merz (JMS), Roy Wood
{QBranch), Tony Firshman (TF

Services), Geoff Wicks (Just

Wordsl) and Bill (WN.) Richard-
son. As last year: Enrico Tede-
schi brought along his collec-
tion of Sinclair rarities and
oddities and there was also a
strong QUANTA presence,
with Bill Newell, John Taylor:

John Mason, John Gregory,
Roy Brereton and Colin Bas-
kett in attendance Other QL
notables who were around
for all or part of the day were
Jonathan Hudson (QTPI etc.),

Chris Cave {MView), Mark
Knight (Knight Safe etc ),

David Gilham (PD Turbo
Toolkit), Bruce Nicholls (ex-

Quo Vadis) and Keith Mitchell

{MinisQL).
Tony Firshman spent much of
the morning building and tes-

8L Soday



ting a Q40 system for
Jochen Merz. I understand
that Jochen plans to trans-
fer his Bulletin Board Sys-
tem, JMS-Box, onto it,

which should be a good
test of the reliability ol both
the hardware and the Q40-
specific bits of SMSQ/E. As
usual, Jochen was kept
busy providing updates for
his many programs, as well
as promoting two new
packages, Suqcess, a Poin-
ter Fnvironment f ront-end
to DBAS, and Agenda, a

Lotus Organiser look-alike
that comes in both Pointer
Environment and ProWesS
flavours, Once again, Roy
Wood had the unenviabie
task of both manning the
QBranch stand, with it's
comprehensive selection of
QL-related hardware and
software, and co-ordinating
the running of the work-
shop.
ln ihe afternoon, Roy Wood
and Tony Firshman gave a

talk on the current state of
the Q40, which included
encouraging news on the
progress of the SMSQ/E
colour drivers, plus a short
demonstratron of the Q40
Linux CDROM. Afterwards,
Mark Knight gave a talk on
his work on bug fixes and
enhancements for The"
Editor formerly published
by Digital Precision and
recently released into the
Public Domain by its author
Chas Dillon,

The prbfures on this page
were laken frorn Fnrics
Terdeschi's websife with
hl's kind permission.
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The Ql- Famlly Tnee - The 90's
Dilwyn -lones
A look at the history of the QL from its launch in 1984 to the present day

1 OOn Ablex finally discontinued produc-
L J Ju, tion of microdrive cartridges, but
later in the year restarted production when
further supplies of tape became available Miracle
Systems announces a new 2070 faster Trump

Card using lMB DRAM chips. trhe Thor XVI
remained available for a time from Dansolt and
Thor lnternational, while David and Penny Oliver
of CST went to Arnerica to work, having"run out
of money' to continue in Denmark. Thor lnterna-
tional closes down later in the year QL World
moved to the Maxwell stable in April QJump
launched QPAC2, Minerva got multiple BASICs
and "a new concept'in QL software from Di-Ren,
Fleet Tactical Command, allows multiple players to
engage in a 3D naval warfare simulation on QLs
over a network or modem. The same company
iaunched a Micro Process Controller switchgear
unit wiih swiiched relay outputs and driven from a
parallel port. Di-Ren founder Robin Barker is cur-
rently better known as the chairman of Quanta.
Supplier PDQL in trouble as Miracle Systems and
EEC Ltd start court action over unpaid debts.
PROGS launch Data Design, a unique pointer
driven database system lor the QL, later io be
come fully programmable. Meanwhile, yours truly
sets up in business under the name of DJC to
supply software for the QL, and the same year
Chris Boutal launches QL Genealogist which was
to become one of DJC's best selling programs as

QL users take to researching family history in a
big way.
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Dyl sr in America. Qubbesoft P/D's Ron Dunnett
sets up a new PD library service. Digital Precision
proudly launch their new Perfection wordproces-
sor (understating their sof tware's names as

usuall). A new QL group called NASA {l) is set up
in Norway, The Amiga QDOS emulator is available.
Level 2 drivers become available for the Super-
QBoard and liump Card, while lrlliracle Systems
take the QL a giant step forward with the launch
of the Gold Card, a 2MB l6MHz 68000 processor
add-on card for the QL which boosts processing
speed staggeringly. lt also allows use of ED disks
and drives lor the first time. Though {ast and with
a capacity of 3.2M8 (as opposed to 2.88M8 on
the PC) the disks are very expensive to buy and
a little rare. Quanta takes over production of the

QlMl interface and Cowo Electronic in Switzerland
and Qlympic systems in Germany announce a

limited edition of 50'SuperQL'machines based on
Gold Card type QLs, later to be named the
'[xeQtor'. TF Services take over sales of Minerva
from QView and advertise the Minerva MKll after
a period when the orrginal Mrnerva was rnostly
sold by word of mouth and bulletin board. January
1991 sees the first issue of the QL Hackers
Journal an e-zine for programmers by Tim
Swenson, based in the USA. The C6B compiler
becomes available, derived lrom PDQ-C adver-
tised by PDQL but withdrawn by author Jeremy
Allison, who removes the Lattice-C structures
from it and the C68 we now associate with Dave
Walker was born,

.{ nnn QL World moved to Headway HomeeYY{. And Law Publishing briefly'in mid
1992 then quickly on to a small publisher called
Arcwind, whose most famous publication seemed
to be a windsur{ing and sailing magazinel Publi-

sher Mark Kasprowicz had good intentions for QL
World, which was still edited by Helen Armstrong
as it had been lor years. Grumbles appeared
about TK Computerware at about this time and
they eventually disappeared as lar as the QL
scene was concerned. Miracle Systems reduced
the price of a Gold Card to t225 and sales went
through the roof. Rumours abounded of a PC card
from Miracle which would run QL software and of
a new graphics card, and Digital Precision issued
a new Gold Card version of Lightning SE which
did away with the EPROM card because it could
now run faster from RAM on the Gold Card. Ergon
Development in ltaly launched not one but two ZX
Spectrum emulators running on the QL, Jochen
Merz launched QSpread, the first serious alter'
native spreadsheet to Abacus for Qlers, and also
demonstrated QDOS running on an ST-QL emula-
tor with a 68030 processor card running at

32MHz. The last major revision of Text 87,

TextBTPlus4, became available. A Quanta sub
group (QLEA) released a clever little ROM swit-
cher board which allowed your QL to switch bet-
ween a Sinclair ROM and a Minerva giving users
the best of both worlds - use a Minerva normally
and switch back to a Sinclair ROM to run difficult
old software or to test software on. Ji.irgen
Falkenberg iaunches a new hard disk inlerface,
the QL-HDD-Card, A new PD library service
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HDD-Card. A new PD library service (Steve John-
son's SJPD) was launched and version 2.00 and
3 00 of the C6B compiler became available, both
in the same year TF Services launched the Her-
mes, a much improved replacement chip for the
old Sinclair 8049 co-processor in the QL which
became a must for many people EtC Ltd (Bill

Richardson's company as it was then called)
briefly sold an infra red cordless serial mouse
system lor the QL alier Albin Hessler released
the first QL serial mouse driver software. Di-Ren
released their QL-PC Fileserver software, indica-
ting a trend of greater influence of PCs cn the Ql-
scene. Two ZX81 emulators, Xtricator and Xtender
became avarlable plus a Spectrum emulator
called Spectator by Dutch software author Carlo
Delhez. ln early 1992 Tony Tebby had outlined a

strategy with Miracle Systems and Jochen Merz
to make a QL compatible version of SMS avai
lable, a concept which would borrow ideas from
Tebby's Stella operating system in terms of rnodu-
larity and so on - the prolect would come to frui-
tion the following year QLem, a little known QL
emulator for some models of Atari ST and Falcon
is released^
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based on a Gold Card QL and QL-HDD Card
system. Miracle Systems launch the QXL, a PC

card using a 68EC040 processor chip with up to
8MB of RAM and a QL compatible network port.lt
is planned to use the SMSQ operating system
lrom Tony Tebby and a derivative BASIC called
SBASIC. Long delays and frustration are caused
as it takes months for the full SMSQ lo appear
Later after some frustration on the part ol Tony

Tebby about what happened to the earlier SMS-2
which was never intended to be sold for the QL,
he creates SMSQiE and SBASIC (which unlike

SMSQ for the QXL has built in txtended Environ-
rnent and unlike SMS-2 has a BASIC interpreter)
for all platforms including QL, QXL and Atari ST-

QL. CGH Services'Richard Alexander finally quits

as a QL trader in March 1993, having been a soft-
ware publisher PD library service and QL maga-
zine publisher for many years, Ergon Develop-
ment in ltaly release the ZMI1T code compiling
fast Spectrum emulator which actually eompiles
ZB0 code into 68000 code for faster execution, a

real advance in emulation technology. Psion and

Dansoft finally give permission for QL/Thor
Xchange and the original QL Quill, Abacus,
Archive and Easel to be essentially freeware for
the QL scene, although this does not cover the
PC versions, Bruce Nicholls launches QReview

magazine for the QL through his Quo Vadis
Design cornpany, while Qubbesoft announce the
Fastnet network system for the QL, reckoned to
be 10 times laster than the original QL network
Hints are also dropped that Qubbesoft may pro-

duce an IDE hard disk interface for the QL. Ob-
scure references to and rumours of a Tony Tebby
operating system called Stella circulate, although
Stella itself would not become available to Qlers
during the 20th century at least. Qubbesoft re

surrect the original QJump QEP-lll EPROM pro
grammer and this year sees the first 'Miracle ln
Newport', first of a series of annual shows in ihe
USA.
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finally ships Page Designer 3 after one of the lon-
gest delays in QL soltware writing history! Nliracle
Systems launch the Super Gold Card early in the
year with a 68020 processo[ 4MB of RAM, a built
in parallel port, a 'crash proof" clock and more
speed than had been seen on a QL this side of a
QXLI After the delays of the QXL system soft
ware, the Super Gold Card comes as a breath of
fresh air to Qlers and proves to be the last of this
type of expansion that side of the millennium
(The Ultra Gold Card and Goldfire were mooted
later in the decade, but neither made it to market
before the year 2000) Di-Ren launch the ill-fated
System Amadeus, a token ring expansion system
designed to allow peripherals to be daisy chained
from the EPROM slot of a QL. The system pro-
mised parallel ports, fast serial ports, DIY inter-
faces, sound sampler and playback, but was
eventually abandoned later in the year QL World
finally closes with the May 1994 issue and IQLR
(lnternational QL Report) moves to fill the gap left
by QL World's demise. The very last article in QL
World was Linear Regression by A.F Wilson, with
an advert from yours truly on the back page, so it
could be said I was the one who had to close the
door and switch the light out on QL World. Not
sure I want io be remembered for that though.
Jonathan Hudson releases QTPI, a pointer driven
communications program which was to have a

huge impact in following years SMSQ/E was
released for QL and Atari, along with a version for
the QXL. DV3 {the third standard of disk access,
DV2 gave us'hard directories', gave us access to
PC formatted floppy disks from SMSQ/E). The
Level 2 Config specification is released. Much
prompting persuades Norman Dunbar to write
'The PE ldiots Guide' which by itsel{ resulted in a
mass move ol Qlers into using QPAC2 and the
pointer environment.
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l OOE DJC ceases trading, but out of thet^J J\) ashes spring three new software
companies - QBranch (Roy Wood), Quo Vadis
Design (Bruce Nicholls) and Geoff Wicks, later to
adopt the name'Just Words'. QReview magazine
merges with IQLR, leaving Bruce Nicholls free lo
concentrate on software publishing. fros Forenzi
introduces the QSI standard speed tests for QL
based systems Digital Precision makes all its
software available in one giant bundle for only
[i49 with on-disk manuals in a final push for sales
before stopping advertising their QL software the
following year Miracie Systems start to sell soft-
ware - for a while. Di-Ren release a low cost and
simple to install keyboard interface using pro-
grammable logic chips, TF Services release the
SuperHermes board, an enhanced Hermes with
fast serial port, mouse and keyboard interfaces.
Qubbesoft P/D release the QPlane, a buffered
backpiane to fill ihe needs of the increasing
number of people transplanting their QL systems
into PC-style cases. Daniele Terdina releases the
first QL emulator running on an Apple Mac, called
simply Qemulator and proposes a PowerMac
version, Simon N. Goodwin writes that he has
become the first person to run QDOS on a

50MHz 68060 Amiga accelerator using Amiga
QDCS v3 23. Simon also produces the first QDOS
audio CD player on Amiga QDOS. PROGS an-

nounce that they are working on ProWesS - a

completely new window manager system for the
QL. Dennis Donahue documents for the first time
how he made a CD-ROM of all the QL software
he could find simply by creating a large QXL.WIN
on his hard disk and copying it onto CDR using a

standard PC CD-Writer: but finds that QL software
is too compact and he is unable to fill all 600M8+
he could theoretically get on a CD for use with his

QXLIlt would be 1999 before the first commercial
QL software became available on CD (unless you
count the Amiga Format cover CD in 1996 where
Simon Goodwin compiled tens ol megabytes of
QL software for the Amiga QDOS emulator in

1996). Qubbesoft Miracle Systems announced a

new product called QXL-Gold which would allow
a Super Gold Card to be plugged into a PC, but
sadly the product does not become available in

the end, The QXL rs discontinued because of
risrng component prices and not because of the
incorrectly rumoured worries about the European
EMC directives. Nasta demonstrates a mono LCD

screen running with a QL Michael Klein proposes

the development of Primus, a 19 inch rack moun-
ted Qt derivative for industrial environments.
People start overclocking QXLs to make them

faster September sees a 486 soltware based QL
emulator demonstrated at a German meeting by a
young programmer who is immediately signed up
by Jochen Merz to produce what would later be
called QPC
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programs lll health eventually forces Bob Dyl to
cease publication of lnternational QL Report, and
Jochen Merz and Siuart Honeyball decide to start
a new magazine called QL Today and a desperate
search for an editor faiis and they are forced to
appoint this mad Welshman as editor of the Eng-
lish version {there is a separate German edition).
After more than a year's work, PROGS otBelgium
finally launch ProWesS, the new Window Manager
system for the QL. Qubbesoft release the Aurora
replacement motherboard incorporating en-
hanced graphics capabilities, though it was to be
some time before SMSQiE supported the en-
hanced display resolutions and indeed the next
century before the higher colour modes were
supported. Qubbesott are supplying 135M8 col-
lections of software on E2135 cartridges for
Qubide users. QPC1 rs launched. Quanta sells out
of the first batch of Super Gold Cards made after
Miracle discontinued the product. Miracle relaun-
ches the QXL as ihe QXL2 with a 25MHz
6BEC040 processor and Terry Harman goes one
better and recounts his experience of over-
clocking one to B0MHzl Simon Goodwin permits

Qubbesoft P/D to supply the entire set of disks of
the long running QL World series DIY Toolkit to be
supplied at PD library rates for the tirst time. TF
Services and Bill Richardson decide to make
available the serial to parallel printer converter
interfaces once more. Wolfgang Lenerz releases
an SBASIC interface for ProWesS. SJPD released
the first QL encyclopedia on disk (or 3 disks
rather). Based on the Probert Encyclopedia, it
was lreewarel Richard Zidlicky was working on a
QL emulator for Unix/Linux systems, called uQLx,
after testing 68000 emulation on the QLem emu-
lator running on STonX on a Sun Sparc system
and proving himself wrong that a successful
68000 emulation in sof tware would not be
possible. Richard bases his work on Daniele
Terdina's Qemulator source code. SERNET is

released, developed f rom Midinet, this allows a QL
network style connection via serial ports bet-
ween PCs, Ataris, QLs etc 4 years later people
were still struggling to gei the cabling right!
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i 0O" Miracle Systems enter into an
L r r I agreement with QBranch, allowing
QBranch to handle all sales of l\/iracle products,
including the remains of the second batch of
Super Gold Cards made by Quanla, SJPD an-
nounce their closure in January 1997, then stages
a welcome return a few months later: QL Today
issues its first cover disk (l think the honour of the
first QL magazine to have a cover mounted disk
went to QReview in 1994 or 1995). Simon Good-
win (where would the QL scene have been with-
out him over the years?) wrote that it was now
possible for QDOS/SMSQ software ta take ad-
vantage of hardware floating point units using
some code written by George Gwilt - although
the first QL type hardware to use FPUs was the
somewhat rare "Thor 21" years previously QLay
emulator (its 68000 emulation code is derived
from UAE, an Amiga emulator by Bernd Schmidt
and others) is launched, along wiih a PC version
of Qemulator towards the end of the year: A lot
of QL hardware is announced during this year
(Ethernet Card, Sound Card, Goldfire, bidirectional
parallel ports, Ultra Gold Card) which never
actually makes it to the marketplacel Quo Vadis
Design closes as a software retailer: but Bruce
Nicholls plans to continue to be active in the QL
scene - he goes on to set up the now popular QL
Users Email Mailing List. The Manchester QL user
group sell Pandora - a custom built black steel
case to house QL systems. TF Services release
SuperHermes Lite version of their existing Super
Hermes. Nasta generates a lot of interest with in

depth articles on multi-processing, TF Services
announce the RomDisq, designed by Miracle
Systems, a tiny 2MB or 8MB flash memory card
for the QL which simply plugs into the IPROM
slot of a QL. Rich Mellor announces that QBranch
will sell his opus magnus, the first QL route finder
software, an appiication which users had been
almost begging to get on the QL for some time.
QLay becomes a Windows 95 version, probably
the first QL emulator on a PC to run in its own
window, not a DOS box.
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low work to begin on updating some of their old
software such as the Turbo Toolkit, work which
keeps Mark Knight, David Gilham and others out
of mischief for a couple of years, People worried
about ihe impact o{ the 'millennium bug' on QL
systems are surprised to discover that in fact our
equivalent will in fact happen in 2029 or 2Ag7
depending on whether our systems use signed

time counters or not. QBranch and TF Services
join lorces to launch the MinisQL, a cased Aurora
system using laptop sized Epson eomputer
cases, allowing integration of a Gold Card, Hard
disk and so on. Richard Zidlicky's uQLx emulator
handles the highest resolution screens yet for a
QL type system - 8192x4096 - although I'm not
sure where he found a monitor to display this
resolutionl Bruce Nicholls sets up the QL Users
EmailMailing list, reflecting the growing number of
Qlers who use PCs or other computers in

addition to QL and derivative machines. Although
the QL has had a presence on newsgroups for
some time, this is the first such forum organised
via simple email, making it easier for many people
with some form of access to email only to join in.

Francois Lanciault announces Paragraph, the first
pointer driven wordprocessor for the QL, based
on the ProWesS engine. Jochen Merz announces
the Milan computer as the next QL cornpatible
system but no version o{ SMSQ/I becomes avai-
lable for it and the machine seems to quietly dis-
appear from the QL scene. QL scene has to face
up to how to handle the Euro currency symbol. A
very rare entity, a badly written QL virus program
makes a brief appearance at a Quanta show that
yeat proving that we are not 100% immune from
this curse. Rich Mellor completes the SBASIC/
SuperBASlC Reference Manual - a massive 1,000
page reference guide to QL BASIC, Quanta take
great pride in reporting that a large forecast
deficit in their accounts had in fact been over-
turned thanks to drastic cost cutting measures by
the committee. Work by Jonathan Hudson and
Richard Zidlicky mean that the Lynx browser
running on uQLx on a Unix system can now
access the underlying Unix lP sub-system to
access the internet. ln plain English, that means
uQLx became the first QDOS platform where you
could access email and the Web. QLCF set the
ball rolling on colour drivers by contributing hard
cash to Tony Tebby. SJPD finally closes lst
August this year Amstrad issue permission to
distribute QL ROM images in Europe. The Q40
system is finally pushed towards market, and
Mark Swift works on porting Amiga QDOS to a

forrn known as QDOS Classic Q40 as an OS for
the Q40. TF Services launch the MPlane, a low
prolile backplane card designed especially for the
MinisQL. Qubbesoft launch the version 2.00
Qubide ROM, which allows Qubide users tc
access lomega ZIP drives.
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Service and Darren Branagh sets up Q-Celt
Computing, proving it's still possible to set up in

business as a QL trader Sadly, Qubbesoti P/D

ceases trading in Decernber 1999. Jochen Merz
releases QPC2, an enhancemeni of the original

QPC long requested by users. Chas Dillon reiea-

ses sources for his former PDQL and Digital Pre-

cision programs, including Turbo, The Fditor and

some business programs, so some eminent QL
programmers set to work to produce updated
versions of these classic prcgrams. Q40 now has

a choice of three operating systems- QDOS Clas
sic, SMSQ/I and Linux (the latter ihanks to Ri-

chard Zidlickyi. Q-Celt Computing becomes the
first company to issue commercial QL software
on CD-ROMs for those emulator users who can
access QXLWIN structured media. The QL scene
nearly ioses a number cf its traders in an accident
prone trip from England to a show in Croatia-de-
spite a potentially serious car accident, they re

turn to tell the tale with only a damaged Volvo as

evidence, Work starts in Switzerland on a TCP/IP

system for the QL. Sadness as one of the best
known and longest established Quanta sub-
groups (Bristol) calls it a day - this group was re-

sponsible for the Bristol area Quanta workshops,
among the most successful QL shows in recent
years, though shows will continue to be held in

the area from time to time. Giorgio Garabello sets
up the Quantum Ring, an interlinked set of QL
Web sites as QL presenee on the Web takes off
in a big way. Colour Drivers, or GD2 or Graphics
Device lnterface 2 to use an 'official' term for
them, become available for the Q40 first Club QL
lnternational quietly shuts down, a vrctim of talling
nnembership due to the growth in online commu-
nication Simon Goodwin and Al Boehm bring out
a QL Midi player done exclusively in software via
QL network ports. Long time North American QL
dealer Frank Davis hands over the reins to John
R. Rish of Home Electronics Service in Texas,
who becomes the QL's man in America for the
next centuryl The first QL JPG viewer is written
by Dave Westbury - a program sorely needed
now that the colour drivers are here. Great
interest is shown in Tony Tebby's Stella system
thanks to a virtually single handed campaign by
French QL user Arnould Nazarian. And lust when
we thought we were having a good year the
Quanta commiiiee embarks on a proposal that
Quanta should open its doors to other computer
users and become a multi platform user group.
Views are mixed, though most agree that action
is required to stem falling membership even if this
is a bit too drastic a way ol going about it. Jochen
Merz becomes the first QL trader to sei up a

Secure Web liansactions service, allowing QL
goods to be bought over the Web.

CIf Webs KehCI€s Leaps erld
Surfimg Blaek Boxes
.i. Dent

During November of 1999
unnoticed by the rest ol the
world a datagram echoed
through the lnternet carrying
the message "QL forever". A
small step for a datagram but
a quantum leap for mankind.
Well perhaps not quite for the
whole o{ mankind but at least
for the kind of man {or woman
for that matter) who prefers

his little black box to one of
those Pentathion things or
whatever they're called these
days.
What l'm referring to
first test transmissrons

the TCP/IP stack I'm develop-
ing for the QL and its deriva-
tives. We are told that the 21st
e entury will see practically
everything connected to the
net: telephone, TV central
heating, cooker, fridge, wash-
ing machine or whatever
turns you on, or perhaps
more to the point whatever
you may wish to turn on, off,

up, down or adiust, have ser-
viced etc . lt would have been
a shame if the list did not in-

clude the Ql-,
The QL isn'l going to be left
out The tests prove that com-

munication over the lnternet is
possible. The protocol, which
was used for the transmis-
sion, is known as L"iDP That's
short for user datagram pro-
tocol. The datagram is the
whole packet of data, which is
lransmitted through the lnter-
net. lt includes the original
user data in this case"QL for-
ever" and lP and UDP header
information, The lP header in-

formation includes the lnternet
address of the destination
computer and of the source
compuien in this case the QL.
The address of the source
has to be known by the user
The address of the QL is

allocated by the ISP {lnternet
Service Provide0 and may
well be different every time
you dial up. The lP header

is the
using
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also indicates the length of
lhe data being transported.
The UDP header contains the
number of the port on the
remote computer and the
number of the port on the QL.
The number of the port on
the remote computer de-
pends on what application
you want to use on that com-
puter For instance to get it to
echo the "QL forever' mes-
sage back to the QL you
need port 7. The QL port can
be allocated by the use[ auto-
matically by the TCP/IF stack
or by the programmer of the
application running on the QL.
Its actual value is not that im-
portant so long as it is unique,
i,e no other program running
on the QL at the moment
is using thls port
number
For the above
test the appli-
cation is a

simple pro-
gram which
allows the
user to enter
the address of
the remote
computer the
port of the
target applica-
tion and the
port number
on which the
QL will be lis-
tening A sepa-
rate, receive[ pro-
gram requires the
same port number to be
entered and will print any
UDP messages received from
the lnternet destined for this
port, A message, like 'QL

forever" {whai else) can now
be entered in the first QL
program and lo and behold it
appears in the screen of the
receiver program. lt has been
sent to the local ISP his

computer has checked the
address and sent rt onto the
appropriate part of the lnter-
net and maybe handed from
one network to another until it
arrives at the destination
computer The ICHO applica-
tion on this compuier has
received the datagram copied
ihe "QL forever" message
to a new datagram, swap-
ped the destrnaiion and
source addresses,
swapped the port
numbers and sent
it of f in the

other
direction.

This is the
simplest type of protocoi for
use on the lnternet, it is now
running on the QL and it is an
important protocol but the
most important protocol is
TCP TCP stands for llansrnis-
sion Control Protocol. Where-

as when you send a UDP
datagram onto the lnternet
you have no idea if it arrives
at the other side, if you send it
by TCP then TCP will ensure
that it arrives repeating it if

necessary. lf all TCP atternpts
to transfer lhe data fail then
you are warned.
TCP is used for transferring
files, World Wide Web pages
and most data where integrity
is more important than speed
UDP can be used for appl-
ications which themselves
deal with the question of inte-
grity. For example in the
ECHO application the arrival
of the echo back at the origin
confirms its successful trans-
mission. Applications requiring
the transmrssion of live sound
or pictures are well served by

UDP's simpli-
city and
speed. They
gain no advan-
tage from the
reliability of
TCP A repea-
ted block of
such data will
arrive too late
and is of no
USC,

l'm working on
TCP now
About 60% of

the coding is

done. There are
application pro-

grams running on
UQLX the QL emulator

for UNIIX compulers
using the TCP/IP stack of

the UNIX operating system on
which the emulator is running
These include Lynx a browser
for the World Wide Web and
e-mail handling programs.
So get ready to leap into the
21st century and take your
black box surfing.
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Q 40 T$ps
Roy Wood

The recent [indhoven show provided a few hints
and pointers for Q40 users. One of these ccn-
cerned the use of MKPART_IXE the program
that is used to create partitions on hard disks.
First you should use v 1.02 of MKPART_EXE or
later if it is available. Earlier versions have bugs
which could cause problems later on. I have
included this version with the current distribution
disk and you should return your disk for a free
upgrade if you do not have it. I have also expan-
ded the notes for using it to make it easier:
One thing the documentation did not make clear
is that the size of the QDOS partition is critical to
the performance of the machine. lf you have a
large hard drive, I had a iGb when I first started
out, and use it as one partition the slave block
handling starts to slow everythlng down as you
put more onto the disk. lt is better to use a maxi-
mum size of 256Mb to keep the machine perfor-
ming well. The drives can be linked and unlinked
from the system in the same way as the Qubide
drives. lf you use the WIN-DRIVE command you
can set which partition is linked in with which
drive rndentification. The first partition is always
iinked in as winl- as a default when SMSQ/E is

started but from there it is up to the user: The
format is

WIN-JRIVE WINn_, DRtrVEn, PARTITI ONn

for example,
WIN_IRIVE 2,A,I
Create WlN2- using the first Hard Drive and the
second partition.
krrN_rRIW 3,L,A
Create Wf\i3* using the second Hard Drive and
the lirst partition.
Tony Tebby tells me that the 'The BASIC Atari
partition table {requested by Peter) has 4 eniries.
There are at least two extended partition tables
but i do not know if any other sysiem for the Q40
would support them.'
This means that you can only create 4 partitions
on a hard disk for use by SMSQ/E. lf you use
MKPART txf to create partitions of 256Mb as
suggested on a drive larger than lGb the last
partition will be forced into being of a higher value
than the optimurn suggested.

This is because you can set up a second hard
drive as a slave. There seerns to be no mecha-
nism to partition a second hard drive from
MKPART-IXE so it is better to set it up as a

master and partition it before you link it in as a
slave drive.
One other thing that has been causing a bit of
confusion now that the Colour Drivers are finally
reaching a wider public is the way ihey use the
resolutions. I cannot recall seeing this documen-
ted anywhere but it would seem that the lower
resolution ol 512 x 256 pixels does not use the
colour displays at all. lf you move up to a higher
resolution then the colour comands all seem to
work you can use the commands.
ialso learned, at the Hove show, that ProWesS is

very suspectible tc which mode it starts in. lf you
load ProWesS in the 512 x 256 mode at the start
of your boot file and then move the display to
LA24 x 512 the mode 33 driver is not linked in and
the display is scattered across the screen. lt is far
better to start the system is a higher resolution if
you want to use ProWesS. This is where the
branching boot file comes in handy You could
olfer an option of which display or set of pro-
grams you need and then select certain proce-
dures within the B0OT Alternatively make the
ProWesS extensions load in a separate BASIC
program and call that when the system is already
in H|-RES mode

Smage Viewer PQIV
Claus Grat
There is a picture viewer program for the Q40:
pqiv lt uses the Q40's display modes with 65535
colours, therefore it demands at least SMSQ/E
2,95, At the moment it's possible to read and
display the following image files'
* PCX
s PNG
c FIC
. GIF
The program is written for the Pointer fnviron-
ment and can hopefully be used without a

manual. Next step to do is the possibiliiy to save
pictures. That means that PCX, PNG or GIF files
can be converted to PIC or saved as a back-
ground image. Then you can load nice back-
grounds on your Q40 with the SBasic command
BGIMAGE. PQIV in the current version is free and
can be downloaded from the Q40 Website
http://www.q40.de.
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iBeEs how ts get sorfie - or a review
sf a Kodak 915 zoom di$ital eamx€r&
tstltr Waugh

Dave Westbury is working on
software that should allow us
to view Jpeg graphic files on
Qdos and sms systerns, I have
an early version of Dave's soft-
ware but as yet have not had
time to try it, due in part to a

receni 16 day holiday to the
west coast of USA and a multi-
tude of other commitments,
isn't it amazing how stulf
comes along to fill any spare
time that you thought you were
going to have?

I have been thinking of buying
a digital camera for some time
now but have been pui off by
the price of the ones with the
best resolution or the poor re-

solution of those that I folrnd
affordable, however the above
mentioned holiday and the
chance to purchase a Kodak
215 zoom at a very good price
gave me the incentive to bend
some plastic, I don't want to go
into detail as to where I pur-

chased the camera but the
words holiday and Walmart
might give you a clue, suflice
to say that the price of the
camera and an additional 16

meg storage media was about
f100 cheaper than you would
pay at Dixons in Britain
Before I describe the functions
of the camera let me say this, I

was a bit concerned about the
resolution. The most recent ca-
meras on the market have
resolutions in the order of 3
megapixels and can cost up to
a thousand pounds, the Kodak
215 has 1 megapixels and can
be bought at Dixons for t260 -

of course you may get it

cheaper or haggle a bit.

ls it good enoush
Kodak state that it will give
photo quality on a printout of
7x5 inches, I can say that this is
accurate, I have printed some
nf tho nhntnc I tnnlz nn anyr rvrvJ

fpson 740 (fit to page) and
they are excellent at 8x6, and
the colour is amazing, so if you
have been waiting for digital
cameras to come of age then I

would say you could buy now
lf anyone would like to see an

example of a photo print out
then I could send one out to
you, bear in mind though that
glossy paper is still about 50p
a sheet and colour cartridges
cost also, so a pound coin
included with your name and
address would be appreciated.
The camera saves ihe images
in Jpeg format or FlashPix, the
supplied media is 4 megabytes
and will hold 12 rmages in

highest resolution 1152x864,
and best Quality.
Colour is 24 bit (millions of
colours).
Resolution can be set at
1i52x864 or 640x480
Best quality needs explanation,
it really means the degree of
compression, the more com-
pression used some detail or
colour will be lost so less
compression = less pictures
stored but better detail kept in

the pictures.

I purchased a larger 16 mega-
byte media, it holds 62 images
at high res best quality and
came with a USB reader USB is
a newish sort of serial port {or
PC and allows quicker down
load of the images
The camera is quite neat in

size, about what you would

expect for a normal camera.
The front has the telephoto
lens (2x zoom), flash, view-
finder light sensor flash sensor
and an indicator for the self
timer On top of the camera are
four buttons Shutter; self timer;

close up {macro), and flash, also
there is the status display, this
indicates quality and resolution
choice, battery state, flash type
chosen, red-eye, close-up, ca-
mera memory card and selt-
timer
Viewed from the back the right
hand side has a slide to release
the battery cover while the left
side has a door for the me-
rnory card and three rubber
flap covered jack pkrg ports,
the top one is the serial output,
middle one is for an ac adapter
and the third is video out.
The back of the camera has as
you would expect a Lcd dis-
play, a power switch and next
to it a status light, a slider to",
select zoom, four scroll but-
tons, a " do it " button and a

slider with the following posr-

tions
1. Capture - for taking pictures
2. Review - for viewing prctures

you have already taken
3. connect for downloading pic-

tures via a serial cable or
video cable to view your
pictures on a TV

4. Preference - this is where
you set the camera to your
individual requirements.

Taking pictures
This is very much point and
click, the camera does it all for
you although there is the faci-
lity to set exposure to con-
stant should you wish to take a

series of images with the same
exposure setting. Flash - can
be altered to one of five types
1, Auto - default
2. Fill ' always on
3. Red-tye-eliminates the same
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4. Fill + Red-Eye
5. Off Exposure-as mentioned
the exposure can be locked to
give a consistency it can also
be altered from -2 to +2 in .5 in-

crements an increase o{ 1 dou-
bles the amount of light al-

lowed into the camera.
Preview you can seleci to
preview your irnage be{ore you
take it, this does consume bat-
teries, also available is "Quick

preview", the image is dis-
played for a few seconds a{ter
being taken this allows you to
delete and retake the image
again should the inevitable
thumb before lens syndrome
strike.
Templates - there are tempiates
on the supplied media and you

can choose to add a template
to pictures taken, these how-
ever can not be removed once
selected, there are no tem-
plates on the third party media I

bought,
Date - you can date stamp your

pictures.

lmage type select between
FlashPix or Jpeg

Displaying pictL,res
Computer software is sup-
plied for Mac or PC to display,
enhance, store and print ima-
ges, as the camera has a serial
link hopef ully we might get
someone to show us how to
download them onto our
Qdos/Smsq based systems
TV - a cable is supplied that
connects to a video port on a
TV (jack plug iypei, after selec-
ting an AV channel pictures can
be displayed one at a time or
as a slide show with each pic-

ture displayed for 5 seconds
TV output is selectable bet-
ween PAL and NITSC.

You may have gathered from
this review that ! am pleased
with this camera, while it may
not have a resolution that
allows for 44 printout this is not
something I willmiss very often

and I am more than happy with
the suggested print size of 7x5

It would also have been nice to
have been able to fit a different
lens at sometime bui the range
of the supplied zoom lens is

really quite adequate
I have no interests with Kodak
Eastman and have written this
review with the sole aim of
inlorming QL Today readers
that if like me you have heid off
from buying a digital carnera
because you are worried that
they are still developing and
your purchase might prove dis-
appointing in a years time then
take a look at thern now the
mid range priced ones might
just be what you require

Itr can fully agree - f boughf a
second-hand Olyrnpos with si-
milar specs, 1.3 mrllion pixels,
and lhe results are pret{y
good - JochenJ

Archives"s Contnsl Pane8
Roy Wood

ln the last issue i wrote a short guide to Filelnfo ll.

I feel I should lollow this by giving you another
guide to the Archivers Conirol Panel This pro-
gram is a boon to those of you who, like me, can
never remember strings of command letters to
get zip and unzip to work, This is compounded
by the fact that there are several other compres-
sion programs available to us and each of these
uses a drfferent set of commands. The Archivers
Control Panel takes the pain out ol that and
makes zipping and unzipping archives simple.
Yes you guessed it it is another one of Thierry
Godefroy's little gems and it is freel

Systenn Requirennents
Anyone can use this program provided they
have a systern with Toolkit 2 (Ikz) available, The
Pointer Environment and enough disk space to
the archiving files they need to use I have put a
basic system onio a DD disk and ran it on a

liump Card so there should be no difficulty there,

lf you want to be able to use all of the Archiving
programs you will need to either have ED drives
or be prepared to swap disks to get access to
the programs although ACP itself is very small.
Hard disk users, of course, have no problems.

!(hat you get
The ACP zip file itself contains only three files:
ACP-HELP
ACP*OBJ
QLIB-RUN336mod
You will also need Richard Zidlicky's Signal
extensions {sigext30-rext) to be LRESPR'd if you
want to make use of the latest version of INFOZIP
ACP-I-{ELP is a lext lile which can be viewed in

any of the normal text programs such as QD,
EDITOR, QUILL etc and contains all the instruc-
tions you will need to run and use this program.
The same file is called upon when you click on
the '?' symbol in ACP and it opens in a separate
window so you can view the help file whilst
working. lt is not in HTML format so you cannot
lump from subject to subject but it is short and to
the point, I would advise that you print it out if
you are new to the program since it does give a
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very good guide to using rt.

ACP*OBJ is the program itsel{ This is a basic
program which has been compiled using the
QLIBERATOR compiler lt was created using Albin
Hessler's tasyptr toolkit.
QLIB-RUNl336rnod are the Qliberator runtimes
These are needed to get the program to run and
should be LRESPR'd before starting the program

You should also have the Pointer environment
files (PTR-G[NI, WMAN, and
HOT-REXT or SMSQ/[) running lt
does make use o{ ..lochen Merz's
menu extensions (MENU-REXT) so
load that if you have it. lf you do not
then the program will still run but you
will have to select files by typing thern
in by hand.

Getting Started.
OK first problem. You have ACP-ZIP
and you have UNZIP-ZIP how do you
get started? Well if you have
UNZlP540.bin you can just LRESPR
the file at the command line and then
follow the prompts. There will be a
pause whiie it extracts itsell to start
and then a box will appear which asks
for the directory for ternporary files (l

suggest RAMI-) and then a directory
to extract to (l suggest RAM2*). The
reason for using the RAM disks lor this is that lf

anything goes haywire during the extraction you
stand little risk of corrupting your hard drives File
Allocation Table and you can easily reset the
system and clear out the unwanted bits having
extracted the files and copied them to disk. lt will
then ask you to run a short basic file called
SFX-BAS. Do this and rt will extract the whole
archive to RAM2*. This will give you the UNZIP
program that you can use to extract ACP itself. I

did experience some problems doing this under
SMSQ/E v 2.91 on the Super Gold Card but it
extracted tine with standard QDOS / Minerva
Once you have unzip on a disk (assume flpl*)
you can copy the ACP-ZIP file to rt and then use
the command,

EX FLPI*UNZIP ; TFLPLJ.CP*ZIP -d RAMl*r
This should extraci the files to RAMI* and you
can copy them from there to the final destination
that you will use the program from.
ll you have already LRESPR'd the Pointer Envi-
ronment, MENU-REXT and the Qliberator Run-
times all you need to do is EXEC the program
and off you go.

Configure lt
Before we can get started, however we must
first ccnfigure the prograrn for our own system. I

have created a subdirectory called Archivers and
in there are all of the compression and de-com-
pression tools. ACP can be configured by using
the standard CONFIG program supplied with
most PE. programs. lt can also be configured by
Menuconfig, the more sophisticated version
provided with most of Jochen Merz's Software.

There are three
config blocks to
deal with. The
first is directly in

volved with the
prograrn itself
and contains 11

items. These will
tell ACP where to
find its help file,

which ls the de-
fault directory to
look in for com-
pressed files tl
have created a

subdirectory
called downloads
where I put all

files downloaded
{rom the BBS or
other sources),

which directory to start at for uncompressed files
and a few other items like this. Among the items
which are configurable here are whether the pro-
gram should use Filelnfo if present, whether ACP
should retain its currently settings when you qurt

it, and which should be the default archiver
The configuration ol this part of ACP affects the
way that you use it so apply some thought here.
It is worth settrng the program to save its config
to the environment variables on exit because
that means if you have to retrace you steps it will
still point to the same directories. lt is also worth
turning on the sort routines because it is easier
to find files which are sorted into alphabetical
order I would suggest that you set the default
archiver Io ZIP because that is the most common
file format you will use. Setting it to use Filelnfo ll

can be either a blessing or a curse depending
on how you are using it and how you have set
up Fiielnfo ll. More of this later:

The second config block deals with the different
archive formats and where to find their programs.
this is very important because the program can-
not use a particular compression program if it
cannot find it.
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The last block is the advanced settings These
allow you to let the archivers anticipate and fix
program errors. Leave these turned on unless
you find that they get it wrong.

The Program.
OK it is configured-let's gol

The first impression on seeing ACP is how similar
it looks to the Filelnlo ll configurator Thierry has
used a similar colour scheme to thai used on the
Conligurator so the two programs look very
similar The top left corner has three icons for
'MOVE', 'HELP', 'SLEEP' and 'EXIT' all familiar
from Filelnfo ll. Then we have a prograrn banner
with the name of the program and the thai of the
author as well as the version number: The top
right corner has a further four windows.
'OPTICINS' will call up a menu which will allow
you to add extra settings to the command line
You can set it to do a few things such as
overwrite files with same filename or force the
result into QDOS format, The most important of
these will be turned on already but you can
experiment with them to get a feel for their uses
'ACTIONS' comes next. This menu will allow you
to allow you to perform tasks with the selected
archive These include checking the archive to
ensure it is a valid file and getting the statistics
on any or all of the files in the archive.
'CONFIG'is an 'on the fly' version of the second
config block and allows you to make temporary
changes to the programs configuratron,
The last item is a drawing of a screwdriver This

represents Tools and allows actions specific to
the BZIP GZIP and compress formats lt will allow
you to splii large arehives over several disks.
Beneath this is a line which is labelled 'Current

Archiver'. This indicates the type compression
yoli are using at the time. ll you are extracting
files from an archive this will affect the extension

that the program
looks for and which
archiver it uses lo
display the directory
of that archive.
Under this is ano-
ther line of windows.
the tirst has arrows
pointing downwards
and indicates that
the window beneaih
it is the current ar-
ehive, Next come a

series of com-
mands,
'Al-!-' will select all

of the files in the
current archive (if

there is one)
'EXTRACT' well ex-
tract selected files
in the current ar-
chive. You can se-

lect files in ihe 'Archive Fiie' window by HlTting
them. lf you'DO'this without selecting any of the
files in the window below it will first offer a
window for you to enter the names ol ihe files
you want to extract. lf you do not enter anything
here it will then extract all of the tiles to the
current default. lf you 'DO' this without a filename
in the Archive Window an error is generated.
'ADD' will add files to the selected archive As
with the 'EXTRACT' option if you highlight files in
the 'Current Directory' window it will add them t0
the current 'Archive File', but unlike 'FXTRACT' ii
will not try to add all of the files in the 'Current

Directory'window to an archive.
'ALL'Will allow you to do this.

l-ets Archive!
At a basic level using Archivers Control Panel is
simplicity itseli The next four windows in the
display do all of the work. The two narrow win-
dows display the file names that you are working
with and the two larger windows beneath the
files in the directory or archive.
To start with let us UNZIP a file. This process is
very simple indeed especially so if you have

firch luenE fnntr* [ Fwne I
u4.BB (c)19T?-1999 Thr

[urrent srchluer :

{ lurnent directarg {
UIl'lI-OOIJHLORA$-NIruE5.ZIP

fifiP.he tp
fflP.nbj
frt ib,run336nrod

rF rF JF rF "F JF + ,F "f-
Fft$IC +
IRIB -}
ANTft +
dbas *)

EDprog *
diamnndE -)
1il il: -)
muHl0fins +
EllfiI$ +
FILEINFB ->

tsbct *
rlYFR0[$ *]

{F * * i&" .}. *. ak r8ilk
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loaded the menu extensions. lf you have set ZIP
to be the default you can start right away with
this month's cover disk
Go to the long narrow window beneath the
'Archive file' labei. You can either 'DO' (left click)
the window and get a flashing cursor which will
allow you to type in the file name, or 'HlT' (right
click) it which wili cali up a menu-rext window
and allow you to select the file from a list. Once
you have selected the *zip file to be worked on
the list of flles in that archive will appear in the
box below lf the box stays blank you have not
loaded the signal extensions. lf ycu want to ex-
tract all of the files in that archive you need only
'HlT' the window marked 'All' (or press 'a'on the
keyboard). All of the frles in this window will be
highlit. lf you only want to extract one or two of
the files you can select them by going to the list
window and 'HlT'ting the files you want to ex-
tract. These flles will becorne highlit and they are
ready for extraction.
lf you want to view any of the files in the archive

iust 'D0' the file in the list and a window will ap-
pear displaying the file's contents. lf you have
other files highlit in the window they will be
displayed one by one in the order they are listed
in the window. This is useful if you have a

README-txt file in it and you want to read the
text before you extract the files in order to make
sure that you only extract the files that you need,
Just 'DO' the tile name in the list and you can
read it.

Once you have settled on the files you want to
extract go to the narrow window on the right
side ol the program's screen. This indicates the
destination or where the files should be unzipped

As soon as the the archiver {in this case UNZIP)
starts to work you will get a window appear
which reports the progress of the extraction lf
you wish to stop this at any time click on the
'GUN'icon in the top left corner and the process
is terminated. The last file in the list may be
incomplete so you should check this if you wish
to keep it.

VICT VTRSA
OK now let's do it the other way around. Maybe
you want to zip up all of your letters into an
archive so you can keep thern on a floppy disk,
'DO' the narrow window on the right hand side
and go to the directory where the files are or
'HlT'it and type in its name. You should now see
an alphabetical list of the files in this directory.
The sort routine will only sort the name and not
the type of the file so you may find that any
sub-directories within that directory are inter-
spaced with your files. These are marked by the
symbol '-,' after the directory narne.

Again you can select all of the files in this win-
dow by clicking on the 'All' window or by pres-
sing'l'. You can also 'HlT'individual files as above
to select files individually
You now need to enter a file name for the
resulting ZIP archive. Go to the left hand narrow
window and 'HlT' it. When you get the flashing
cursor enter the name of the file that you want to
create. lf you do not add '*zip' onto the name of
the file ACP will do it for you. All you have to do
now is to cllck on the 'Add' button and the 'ZlP'

window will spring into life.

Once you have your Archive you may wish to
add a new file to ii. With ACP this is easy. Just

to, Again you can'HlT' and get the
flashing cursor which allows you to
enter the destination directory or
device that you want to use. Far

easier to let Menu*rext do the
work and 'DO' it to get the
'Directory Select' which allows you
to select the menu from there. lf

you press ESC while you are in this
window The program will default to
the DAIA default directory, The
directory which appears in this
window by default is configurable in
the config block so you can set it
to RAMI- and unzip to a RAM disk
' iust remember to copy the fites to
a non-volatile medium before you

switch off. All that is left now is to
click on 'Extract' and UNZIP will do
its work.

l) ffrchIvers Inntrol Funel t(
0RT8-USE rsml-
EX Ulfll-PPBG$-HRCHIUERS-unzip;" UIlll-00l,lNLl8tlS-8ZIP?-"1.ZIP X -d ran2-"

: UINl-00UN10fl0S-BZIF2-"l.ZIP
inf lot inq! rom2_b locksort-c
inf ldtingr rum2-hu{fmqn-c
in{tcting: rqm?-rcicbte-c
inf lot ing r nsm?-nqndtob te-c
inl Lot ingr ram2_corpress-c
rn{ lot ing I rcm2-decompress-c
inf tdtingr non?-bzl ib-c
anf tut ingr rcm?-bz ip?-c
inllai ing r ron2-bz ip?recover-c
in{loting: rum?-bzl ib-h
inl tot ing : rom2-bz t ib-pr iuate-h
inltut ing r ron2-llokef i le-or ig
in{lut ing : r"*m2-monuc l-tex i
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load the directory of the file you want to add,
highlight the file or files that you need to add.
Then go to the 'Archive File' window and call up
the Archive that you want to add it to. You should
see the list of files already there in the window
below Once this is set up iust click 'Add'or press
'd' and the 'ZIP' program will appear and add the
file to the archive.

This is where the File-

lnfo ll compatibility
comes in. Say you

have a list of files that
rrnr r rrrrnl in rrnhirra hr r{)vv rYqt tt rv qtutIvL vu(
want to check a few
things before making a

final commitment. Just
'Do' the filename and
Filelnfo ll willstep in and
per{orm the action that
you have set Filelnfo ll

to use. This is where
the 'curse' part of the
use of Filelnfo comes in

because if you have

highlit several files and
then accidentally
'DO'ne one of ihem
Filelnfo ll will go on and
do its work on all oi the
files.

There is an added function here because Thierry
provides a set of BASIC routines which allow you
to delete files directly from the ACP window
Very handy to tidy an archive before 'ZlP'ping.

(You can also delete files fronr an archive by
highlighting them in the Archive window and
using the ACTIONS menu,)

Of course sometimes you wind up'DO'ing when
you should 'HlT' and Fileln{o ll gets launched
when you did not intend it to be. Thierry has
thought of this and added a config item that will

ask you if you really meant to do thrs so you
have a chance to abort the operation.

Not Only".... But Also
The Archivers Control Panel is a very useful and
versatile tool and no QL user should be without
it. lt is simple to use and can be launched on
almost any QL system. Not only does it allow you
to extract and create ZIP files but it also deais
with other: more obscure compression formats
such as 'lha', 'lhq', 'arc', 'zoo', and 'tar'. Recent
changes to the program allow it to use the GZIP
and BZIP compressors so there is practically no
format ii cannot extract from.
Although the program itself is very simple to
operate it has more complicated depths which
the more advanced user can investigate and can
fix errors generated by the common archivers.
This has only been a briel dip into its use to get
you started.
With 'Filelnlo ll' and 'The Archivers Control Panel'
the QL has become a lot more powerful - ama-
zingly enough they are both free too I think all

users should send a 'thank you' postcard to
Thierry for such sterling work

lrdonoeall
Nick Cheesman

The 1980's was a very exciting
time for computer buffs like me
New machines coming out
practically every month, each
one better than it's predeces-

sor The Spectrum was my first
computer and I enjoyed using it
but there were always other
machines to tempt the wallet.
Sadly I was always strapped

for cash and even when
Dixon's started selling QL's at
bargain prices, it was still be-
yond my pocket. Then before
you could catch your breath,
the 1980's were gone and the
PC came to rule supreme. lt
also meant that the QL sud-
denly became very affordable
on the secondhand market.
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I bought my current batch of
machines {four in all although
one has a fault) several years
ago for forty pounds complete
with floppy drives, 512k of rne-
mory and a box of software
that included Taskmaster Flash-
back and Spellbound. I have
since added a few more inclu-
ding Scrabble and the MSDOS
emulator Solution. (l am keen to
find a CP/M emulator if anyone
has such a thing). All I need
now is some QL World maga-
zines and it'll be just like the old
days again,
It was also about this time
that I felt the need to publish

a FanZine covering all

rnanner of old 1980's kit
now that official support
had ended. I struggled for
weeks to come up with a

name that could be woven
into various headings for
each section (Historical,

Nostalgia, Technical etc..)
and af ter much torment
came up with MonoCall {the
FanZine would be printed
on paper on a monochrome
printer) with a programming
style Call to each section
from a menu. lt never made
ii to print as the lnternet
suddenly appeared out of
the blue and overnight it
seemed that all other forms
of publishing were obsolete
particaularly as the need to
spend money on paper (it

was to be free), stamps and
envelopes disappeared. So
began the long tortuous
path to learnrng how to
write web pages. HTML
was fine but it kept chan-
ging {and continues to do
so) each time a new brow-
ser came out. I decided to
standardise on two brow-
sers {lE 3 and Netscape 4}
for the PC and HTML 3
which included tables and
frames which made the pa-
ges look more interesting

even though many older brow-
sers (including QL ones proba-
bly) couldn't view them You
can't please everyone l'm afraid
but it would include users of
PC's, Mac's, Amiga's and Linux.
ll I get enough complaints then
I might pui all the QL content
on static plain pages but as I

cannot run QL browsers on my
lowly kit, it may be dilticult to
test it
Just after making the decision
to put MonoCall on the lnternet,
another major decision was
made (apart from getting mar-

ried and buying a house) which
was to change my career at
the tender age ol 36. I had
been in the Motor Trade man
and boy first as a rnechanic
and then an administrator but
redundancy forced a change of
perspective as it so often
does. The Motor Trade was
(and is) unable to sustain me
until I retired. Something else
had to be found. The trick is
not to avoid redundancy (which
is probably impossible) but to
be instantly re-ernployable
should the worst occur
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I had of course been using
computers for years and new a
great deal but I also knew that I

had much more to learn.lf I was
to becorne a Programmer (or

anything else for that matter)
then I would have to be really
sure that I could go the course
particularly if I was to give up
my current career I found ano-
ther job in the Motor liade but
went to night school and ob-
tained a GCSE in Computer
Studies and a City and Guilds in

C programming both of which
proved very useful when I gave
up work almost two years to
the day af ter having been

made redundant to start a two
year full time course that cul-
minated in an HND in Com-
puting qualification and a large
credit card bill (luckily my wife
was earning at the time and we
could just about live off her
salary). Several months after
having passed my final exams,
I found a iob as a Software
Engineer and I have been with
them ever since {two years).

I count myself !ucky. lt could
have all gone horribly wrong,
What if I had failed (many who
were considerably younger
than me were dropping out like
flies). What if we got into debt

and couldn't pay the mortage {l

did get a grant but it was pitiful).

What if I couldn't get a iob. lt all

worked out in the end Risks
had to be taken and they paid

off. I couldn't have done it
without the support of my wife
and not just tinancial,
Well that lust about wraps il for
the moment. My web siie now
has some Ql- content {with
more to follow) as part of
Ir^^^T-^ll l-e',^ t a^^'^h {^"tvr\ril\Judil t)5ug +. Jgdtull tut
MonoCall in AltaVista and you'll

find it l also welcome feedback
and cries for help on any com-
puter or lnternet related topics.
Hope to hear from you.

The funCion of
PROCedures and the
proe€dur'e fon wnitinE
F'uNctloms
Fart 9: Why FuNctions? The result's
the reason!
Mark Knight

A PROCedure replaces a traditional BASIC sub-
routine, and the PROCedure gets iis name from
the way it is intended to be used. PRoCedures
are defined whenever the programmer has a

need for a particular procedure to be carried out
in a clearly defined way by his program, espe-
cially if it will be needed repeatedly
The FuNction gets its name from mathematics
and from the way in which it is intended to be
used. FuNctions in SuperBASlC and other
BASICs are intended to be used whenever a

calculation is required in a program, particularly if

it is needed more lhan once. FuNctions in pro-

grammring are named after mathematical func-
tions, which are one oi algebra's repeated pro-

CCSSCS.

The word'calculaiion' here should be seen in its
computer programming context, not as a tradi-
tional ariihmetic process. A FuNction may carry
out string 'calculations'and manipulations as well
as, or instead oI numeric calculations. There are
even reasons to write FuNctions that convert
numbers into strings and vice-versa, in spite of

the SuperBASlC interpreter's ability to do this for
us a lot of the time.
Just like PROCedures, FuNctions can be set up
to work on parameters and these work in exactly
the same manner as PROCedure parameters,

being set up in the DEFine line of the FuNction
Just like PROCedures, FuNctions can alter values
of parameters and the results will vary depending
upon whether the parameters are value or
reference paranreters.

Unlike a PROCedure though, we can PRINT the
result of a FuNction or store it in a variable or an
array. The result is passed back to the line that
calls the FuNction using a RETurn line. As an

example, a useful calculation in programming is

elapsed time, perhaps in hours, minutes and
seconds. A PROCedure could be written thus:

1-00 cts
110 Elapsed-TIYE A, tzlrtzlt
tr-20 Elapsed-T].lff L21,333
1"30 Elapsed-Tll'[E 0, 1. 23l'88
1/00 :

150 DEFine PR00edure Elapsed-TIIr{E ( StartTime,
EndTiure)

L60 L0Ca1 HoursrMinutesrSeeonds
1-.70 t00a1 Tiurer$(12)
180 Tiner$=ttn
190 IF StartTine > End?ime TIIEN
200 PRINT'rStart tine after end timerr
2l-0 RETurn
22O END IF
230 Seconds = EndTine-StartTime
240 IF Seconds< 60 TI{3N
250 PRfNT[O0:00:r';Seconds
260 RETurn
270 EIID IF
280 Miautes = INT(Seconds/60)
290 Seconds = Seconds - (Minutesx60)
300 Hours = INT(Minutes/60)
310 IF Hours , 999999 THBN
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320 PRINfT'0ut of rangerr
330 RETurn
340 END IF
35A Minutes = Minutes - (Hoursx5O)

36A Timer$ = Hours
370 IF LEN(Tiner$)<2 TIIEN Tirner$ = s0n&Timer$

380 Tiner$=fi6sr$&rr:rl
390 IF Minutes<1O TI{EN
400 Timer$=1insr$&"0"&(Minutes)
4]-O ELSE
/,20 Tiner$=1ilnsr$&(Minutes)
430 END IF
4rA Timer$=?inerg$tt I I
150 IF Seconds<10 TI{EN
46A Timer$=fi6sr$&"0"&(Seeonds)
47A ELSE
/"80 Tirner$=1imsr$&(Seconds)
490 END IF
500 PRINT Timer$
510 END DEFile Elapsed*TlllE
520 t

This allows us to print the elapsed time any time
(hee, hee) we wish, but it would be better if we
could store the result and use it repeatedly, as
well as printing it alongside other stored results.
Storing the result alone could be acomplished by
removing line 160 s0 that the Hours, Minutes and

Seconds variables are still in existence after the
PROCedure is called, but this doesn't solve the
problem of storing more than one result ln addi-
tion, remember it is usually better to use LOCai
statements to isolate the working of a PROCe-
dure or a FuNction from the rest 0f a program, so
we really want that LOCaI to remain
lnstead of the above a much betterr solution is to
DEFine a FuNction called something like
'Elapsed-TIME$' which does the calculations for
us, then gives us the result in a form we can
store, PRINT or compare with others. The next
listing shows one way of accomplishing this im-
portant job:

100 cts
11"0 PRINT Elapsed-TIME$( 0, P4124)
120 PRrNT Elapsed*TrME6(U1,333)
130 PRIMI Elapsed*TIME$( 0, "214?483&*7")
1/+0 FirstResult$=Elapse d-TIME$ ( 0, L23l+5)
15 0 Se c ondRe sult$ =91sp se d*T IME$ ( 12 3l'5, 67 S9 O)

l-60 PRINT'rFirst; ";FirstResult$, rrSecond;
r'; SeconelResult$
1?0 :

tr80 DEFine FuNction
Elapsed-TtrME$ ( Starttine, EndTime )
190 L0Ca1 Hours,Minutes,Seconds
200 IF EndTine< StartTime TI{EN RETurn rrBad

Tinetl
210 Seconds = EndTime-StartTime
22A Minutes = INT(Seeonds/60)
8A Seconds = Seconds-(Minutesx50)
210 Hours = IM(Minutes/60)
250 Minutes = Minutes-(Hoursx60)
26A RETurn Ieading-CHAR$(Hours,2, ttgtt) gn ' tt

&Leading-CHAR$(Minutes,2, ttgtt) gn ' tt

&Leading*CHAF$ ( Sesonds, 2, r'0 
" )

270 END DEFlne Elapsed*TIME$
280 :

290 DEFine FuNction
Ie ading-CHAR$ ( AryNun$, Fi gure sl, Le adg )
300 rn r,Ell(lnyltum$)rFigures$ rgEn
110 RETurn
FI II$ ( Le ad$, F i gure s$-LEN ( nnyNura$ ) ) AmyNurng
320 ErSS

330 RETurn AnyNum$

340 END IF
3r0 END DEFine leading-CMR$
36Q t

OK now we need to look at thls listing carefully
to see how it works, because clearly we have
something very different to a PROCedure. ln lines
180 and 290 the detinitions look very smilar to
PROCedure definitions, and our tlapsed-TlMt$
FuNction in fact takes the same parameters as
the Elapsed-TIME PROCedure we used earlier
Because it gives a string result though we have
given it a '$' sign at the end of its name, always
a sensible idea rn both SuperBASlC and SBASIC.
Line 190 is also familiar: keeping the variables
'Hours", "Minutes' and 'Seconds' isolated inside
our FuNction, s0 we know they won't interfere
with any similarly named variables our program
might use if it grows later on.
Line 200 though, is very different to the equiva-
lent lines in a PROCedure, because the RETurn is
followed by the result string, in this case effec-
tively an error message. All FuNctions must re-

turn results, they can't iust return without passing
anything back to the calling routine. lf the desired
calculation can't be carried out then it is desi-
rable to let the calling routine know in some way,
and I have chosen to return an error message
here instead of the usual time in a string.
Lines 210 to 250 carry out the simple calcula-
tions to work out the hours, minutes and se-
conds in the result, and line 260 calls the later
FuNction to put the result into a suitable string.
Once it is ready the RETurn in line 260 sends it
back to the part of the program that called the
FuNction.
It is the first time we have shown this, but
PRoCedures may call other PROCedures or
FuNctions and FuNctions may call other FuNc-
tions, and PROCedures too if desired lnstead of
repeating the string'calculations' as the PROCe-
dure did in lines 360 to 490 we call a separate
FuNction three times in line 260. This has the
added advantage that any routines we write later
in our program ihat need to pad a string t0 a

minimum length wiih leading zeroes (or leading
with spaces or anything else) can also call
Leading-CHAR$.
lf line 130 puzzles you then it is simply explained:
SuperBASlC is capable of using ten figure in-
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teger numbers within the range -2,147,483,648 Io
2,147,483,647 but often LIST SAVI or PRINT will
give only seven figures. To preserve accuracy
the long integer is placed in a string, so the inter-
preter will calculate the numeric value each time
the program is run preserving all ten digits. This
allows our FuNction to work with up to 596,523
hours, 14 rninutes and 7 seconds, which i think is
a pretiy useful working range.
Beware of bigger numbers if you use this
FuNction in your own programs, as although the
FuNction will still return a result it is likely to be
inaccurate.
More seriousiy, let's look at some FuNctions
which could be useful in many prograrns; one to
convert a string to upper case, another to lower
case and a third to capitalise a string:

100 cls
l-l-0 Test$ = rrHellor this is a TEST string.rr
l-20 Test2$ = 'rabcdefelhijklnnopqrstuvwqru eQ 6

a 0L23456789t1
130 PRINT Test$\Test2$
140 PRINT UPPer$(Test$) \ Lolter$(Test$)
1"50 PRINT UPPer$(Test2$) \ L0wer$(Test2$)
160 PRINT CAPitalised$("sone string or other

originally entirely in lower case.")
170 :

1-80 DEFine FuNction UPPer$(Any$)
190 L0Ca1 Count,Found
200 IF Any6=ttt' TIIEN RXTurn rrr
2L0 FOR 0ount=1 T0 f^EN(AnyS)
22CI Found=C0DE(Anyg(count))
230 SELect 0N Found
240 =97 T0 I22,L28 T0 139
25A Any$(Count)=Cl8$(Found ^^ 32)
260 END SELect
270 END FOR Count
280 RETurn Any$
290 END DEFine IJPPeT$

300 I

310 D[Fine F\dcti.on l,0Wer$(Any$)
320 L0Ca1 CountrFouncl
330 IF Any6="" TIIEN Rtrltrlr? Irtt

340 FOR Count=l rO LeN(Arryg)
350 Found=C0DE(Any$(Count))
360 SELeet 0N Found
37A =65 rO 90,160 T0 171
380 Any$(Count)=CHR$(Found ^^ 32)
390 END SELect
400 END FOR Count

/'10 RETurn Anyg
/+20 END DEFine LOWer$
43a :

440 DEFine l\rNction CAPitalised$(A$y$)
450 IF Anyg=ttrt TIIEN RETurn r"t
1,6A Any$(1)=UPPerg(Anyg(r))
/+7CI RETurn Anyg
480 END DEFine CAPitalisedg
490 t

Run the progran to see the effect of the
FuNctions, and look at the listing to see how they
work. The important part here is that they return
results using the SuperBASlC RtTurn in suitable
lines. Just looking at UPPer$, exarnine line 200
which prevents error messages by returning an
empty string right at the start. The FOR loop
defined in lines 210 to 270 steps through the
string, converting any suitable characters to
upper case. Once this is done, if anything has
been done at all, line 280 RETurns the result.
Another sinnple example uses the Turbo toolkit
function SYS-VARS, which not surprisingly
returns the base address of the system variables.
Although it might be considered bad practise to
POKI into the system, it ls legitimate t0 use the
various PEEK functions to read them. One use
might be this:

100 PRINT rrSystem free nenory='r;FTeeJPACE
JIU :

1"20 DEFine FuNetion System-SPACE
L30 RETurn PEEK_L(SYS_VARS + 16)-

PEEKJ(SYS_VARS + 12)
140 END DEFine Systenr-SPACE

This is very different to the previous examples
because it doesn't do some work and then
RETurn the result; it does both in a single line.

FuNctions may RETurn the values of expressions
as well as single values.
So the concluson of the preceding two sections
is ihat we use PROCedures when some action is
required and FuNctions when a result is required;
that is what these two struciures are intended for:

The only way to learn is to keep using them in
your pr0grams and COlleCt and examine other
prograrnmers e{forts whenever possible.

You arnd Youn Soft'war€ -

Just $sed Fnlends?
Part 7 - Manuals - the great Llnread.
Geoff Wicks

Deep in the archives of Just cism of One of my programs. lt

Wordsl is a lengthy letter from is a letter I valued, and I used

a user giving i detailed critl- some of his suggestions when

I upgraded the program. Never-
theless, I could tell from the
conteni thai he had not read
the program's manual. lndeed, I

could put it even stronger
There is evidence he had not
even seen the manual, and was
using a pirate version of the
program.
Manuals are a maior headache
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for the software authoI particu-
larly in the commercial sector
They are costly and time con-
suming to produce, and be-
come rapidly out of date as a
program is developed and im
proved. ln spite of his efforts
the software author knows that
many users of his program will
give the manuallittle more than
a cursory glance.
Many people argue that a good
computer program does not
need a manual. lf software is
well written, you should be able
to use it intuitively and help will
be provided on-screen to get
you over the dilficult bits. lt is a
powerful argument. When I test
or review software, I initially
keep the manual firmly shut to
see how far I can use the pro-
gram without looking at it. lt is a
good test of a program's user
friendliness.
If we want to know what a

world without manuals would
be like, we need look no further
than the PC Wdk into practical-
ly any bookshop and you will

see shelves full of expensive
guides to the rnore popular PC
programs. Modern PC software
rarely comes with a compre-
hensive manual, and has exten-
sive on-screen help, but this
has its linritations. Many users
want more inforrnation than can
be provided on-screen, and in

effect have to pay t15 to f20
extra to buy a manual for the
program.
The QL is too small to spawn a

cottage industry of alternative
manuals, and the software
author has to write his own. He
could try to write an on-screen
manual, but would find this
would probably more than
double the program's memory
needs. Whatever he does, the
manual will be a lot ol effort lor
little reward. However good or
bad a manual is, most users will
probably not read it.

There are times when software
authors are tempted to jump on

a table at a QL Show, and
scream at the top of their
voices "RTM" ("read the
manual') or even 'RTFM". This
is a temptation to be avoided,
because it is quite reasonable
that many users do not read
the manual. After all, why do
you buy software? 

-[b 
plough

through pages of technrcal rn-

formation? To read through a
detailed history of the pro-
gram's many versions? Io be
confronted with a lengthy dis-
cussion about the background
and theory? 0r do you buy it to
get the program up and running
on your machine as quickly as
possible?

lf yr:u want your users to read
your manuals, then it is your

iob to give them something
they will want to read.

An impossible task? This is
what a QL Today reviewer
wrote about a manual,
"lt's laid out logically and allows
you to enter it at different
levels and stages. So it's easy
to find the bit you need if you
get stuck. Or it's easy to blitz
ihrough the Quick Start section
if you can't wait to get your
hands on the program. Or ii's
easy to quickly go to the Cus-
tomisation section if you don't
like the results with the current
configuration.
Essentially it's difficult to fault. lt
told me everything lneeded to
know, gave me no difficulties in
finding the relevant section, ex-
plained the menu structure con-
cisely, gave numerous exam-
ples in the glossary and co-
vered everything.'
At this stage I have to con{ess
this a bit of free advertising, be-
cause the reviewer was descri-
bing a Just Wordsl manual. So
what are my concepts when I

write a manual?
Firstly design is important. A
manual must look atiractive,
and be laid out in such a way
that the reader can quickly find
what he is looking for Just

Wordsl manuals are written,
spell-checked and style-
checked on the QL, but are
then translerred to a PC word
processor for the final design
Sorry about that, but QL word
processors, with the possible
exception of Text 87, have te-
wer design possibilities than
PC programs.
The present generation of Just
Wordsl manuals are 44 folders,
with two colurnns of text, which
is easier to read than one co-
lumn. There is a bold header at
the top of each page descri-
bing its contents, Within the
text, important items such as
menu commands are highligh-
ted by being printed in bold
capital letters in a slightly larger
font than the main body of the
text. When a user thumbs
through the manual, these
items stand out, which makes it
easier for him to find what he is
iooking for lf he cannot find it,

ihere is an index at the back to
help him, and there are also
illustrations of the main menus.
lf you are wriiing for the free-
ware markei, your manual will
be either a Quill or ASCII file,
and you will have fewer design
possibilities, but it is worthwhile
to look at the layout of your
document to ensure it is as
user-friendly as possible.
Secondly a Just Wordsl manual
has three main sections, de-
signed for different stages of
experience in using the pro-
gram.
The first section is Basic lnfor-
mation. lt is what you need be
fore you buy the program and
during installation lt gives infor
mation people need when they
are browsing through the rna-
nual at a show lt tells thenr
what the program does, what
the system requirements are,
what files are on the disk and
how to install the program on a

hard disk.
The second section is the
Quick Start. This has proved to
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be the most popular feature of
my manuals. lt is a simple step
by step tutorial to illustrate the
main features of the program,
and can usuaily be followed
without further reference to the
manual.
The third section is the remain-
der of the manual. Some users

will read this, and some will not.
lf a user wants to read the
manual from cover to cover; it
will tell him about the program
in some depth. Alternatively il
he does not want to read it, he
can use it as a reference work
for when he gets stuck. Hence
the importance of a design that

makes things easy to find.
Manuals are the great unread,
but some are more unread than
others. A user-friendly manual
is an essential part of user-
friendly sofiware.
Next time: What the user
doesn'i see.

CAIJTICN; hICTKHY$ - DoR't

Bul'n Youa, Fingers/ Pert 3
David Denham

So far in this series we've covered most of the
BASIC commands and functions used in the
Hotkey system. ln this part we'll look at two
general extensions not fully covered so far
(HOT-KEY and HOT-WAKI) then take a look at
the Stuffer Bufter and its associated controls in

the next issue.

FIOT-KEV
lf you have used Toolkit 2's ALTKEY command to
define keys to hold shortcut strings lor you, you'll

lind HOT-KtY a little familiar HOT-KEY is a

function rather than a command like ALTKTY ln

QDOS terms it works rather differently the
QPAC2 manual explains that ALTKTY works via a
polling task while HOT-KIY is via a hotkey job

As far as you the user are concerned you can
achieve pretty much the same results with both,
ln essence, HOT*KIY assigns text to a key.

That's it.

ln case you wonder what makes this any different
to HOT*CMD, bear in mind that HOT-CMD is

used to send commands to BASIC, rather than
iext as such. HOT-KEY sends the text into the
current keyboard queue instead.

A simple exarnple
Suppose the period '.'key is broken and while we
wait for a new keyboard membrane from Tony

Firshman we decide we could work around this
problem by detining an alternative keypress
which allows us to press ALT and another key to
give us a period character instead. ln this case,
we'll make ALT comma key give us a period or
full stop character:
ERT HOT_ICY(ilr n, rr" r)
The confusing looking strip of quotes and

commas hides a simple fact, that when ALT and
comma keys are pressed, the QL gives us the full

stop symbol we needed to work around our
problem.

Another example Suppose the QL is used in a

business which exports goods to various coun-
tries. You frequently need to access the currency
symbols not marked on y0ur keyboard but
available via CTRL/SHIFT keys, as listed in the
Character Set sectron of the Concepts User
Guide. We can define hotkeys to give us these
currency symbols from easily memorable keys
(ALT p for Pound Sterling, ALT y for Yen, ALT d for
Dollar ALT e for furo if you have SMSQ/E and
ALT c for Cent)
We can examine the character set with this short
program which tells us which CODE value repre-
sents each character,
FOR a = 32 TO I9]-
PRINT ! a&t='&CIIR$(a) !

END FOR a
On a U.K. character set machine we'd get the
following codes,
Found = 96
Dollar = 36
Cent = 157
Yen'158
Euro = 181 {recent versions of SMSQE only}
So we can define easily memorisable currency
symbol keys'
ERT HoT_KEY( rp r, CIrR$(96) )
ERT HoT_icY( r6r,CI{R$(36) )
ERT H0T_KEY( 'c ' , CI{R$ (15?) )
ERT HOT_KEY( 'y' , CI{R$(158) )
ERT HoT_KEY( r s r, CI{R$(181) )
You can use CHR$ to add non'printable codes
too, such as the codes for the function keys, e.g.
this example defines ALT f as the F3 key, not very
usefulin itself but becomes more useful when you
combine this with the letters that controlthe com-
mands menus in Quill, Archive, etc. 240 is the cha-
racter code for the F3 key (these are listed in the
Character Set section of the Concepts part of the
QL User Guide)

ERT H0T_KEY( r 
1', 

r, Ci{n$(2/+0) )
We can create a little macro from this to create a

shortcut to the PRINT command in Quill. Normally
the sequence of key presses would be'
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press F3 for the command menu press p for Print
press ENTFR when it asks "Current'press ENTER

again when it asks "Whole" press FNTER again

when it asks 'to printer"
So we need an F3 keypress code, a 'p' and three
TNTER characters.
It is worth noting that HOT*KEY has a special
feature when dealing with ENTER characters and
multiple strings, lf you include several strings in a
definition separated by commas, they are sent
with an enter character between them. lf you add
an empty string after a comma (a ") in eflect this

creates a blank line - useful right at the end of a

definition for example.
So to define ALf f as our Print whole document
shortcut in Quill we uso:
ERT HOT-KEY("f ", chr$ (2/r0) &"p", ttn, ntt, rtn)

Bear in mind that the apostrophe and quote

symbols are interchangeable in the hotkey
systern you could use " or''
This feature allows us to define keys which hold

several lines ol text. We can use this to enter
commonly used addresses for example,
ERT HOT-KEY( t; t , rJochen Merzl, tIm Sti-llen
winkel Lzt rlD-17169 Duisburg l1t)
This inserts the address as 3 lines of iext. lnser-

ted into Quill, these appear at the lelt margin
which is no good lor a letter They would need to
be manually TABbed over to the rlght. No pro-

blem, get the hotkey to do it using CHR${9) as

TAB key prosses:
ERT Hor_rcy( r; 

"crfi$(9) 
&cr{R$(9) &cHR$(9)

&'Joehen Merz' , CIfi$ (9) &CI{R$ (9) &CHR$ (9)
&,In Stillen Winkel 12" CI{R$(g) &CHR$(9)

&CHR$(9) &tD-t+7769 Duisburg 11')
Although it would involve some long and clumsy

key definitions, you could store your letterheads
as little text macros in this way - it wouldn't take
too much effort to write a short BASIC program

which let you type rn a few lines of text (a few
INPUT statements), asked you which key to

assign these definitions to, and then build a
HOT-KEY statement by printing it to a file with a

line number in front of it which you could rTlerge

with your boot programl

HOT-WAKE
A HOT-WAKE is rather like a HOT-PICK in the
sense that it wlll pick the iob specitied, but in ad-

dition it sends a WAKE event to the iob which in
the case of some programs such as QPAC2

menus which respond to WAKE events causes a

particular action to take place, such as refresh a

menu. The Files menu o{ QPAC2 willread the disk
again to update or refresh its list of files upon
being given a WAKI signal

ln addition to this action, if the specified iob is not
running, but an executable thing of that narne
exists it will be started
It you don't know much about Things (and I cer-
tainly don't) iust think of executable things as little
programs which have been stored in memcry but
are not actually running - they are like BASIC
extensions you load with RESPR or LRESPR, they
only actually run when you type in their name.

These executable Things can be started with an

EXEP command usually rather than an EXFC

command. Fxamples of executable Things are

QPAC2 menus (Files menu, Jobs menu, Exec
menu etc) and most normal Job style prograrns
(ihose you can EXEC from disk) which have been
installed in memory with HOT-RIS and HOT-CHP
commands. ln effect, you have used HOT-RES or
HOT-CHP to plant them ready in memory, then
you use HOT-WAKE commands to start them
and pick them. ln addition, there is also the
HOT-Tl-llNG function which allows you to start
such Things, just to complicate matters, so l'll

leave it at that as I am getting into deep water
over Things.
One particular feature is that HOT-WAKF tries to
pick a lob name, if that doesn't exist it tries to
start a iob instead ln effect thrs means that it only
ever starts one copy of a nan'led iob. This is
useful tor QPAC2 Files rnenus - if you already
have one open it can be useful ihat the
HOT-WAKE first tries to use the existing one
before cluttering up your screen starting multiple
copiesl
ERT HOT_WAI(E( 'f r , tFiles' )
This will do one ol two things - if a QPAC2 Files

menu is already open it will pick that menu and

send a wake event to update the list of files as
though you had pressed CTRL F2 or hit the little
lightning icon top right of the menu. Bui it no Files

menu was running when you pressed ALT f a new
copy is run in the normal way.

I-IOT-THING
ER? HOT*THTNG( r f r, r files' )
will start an executable Thing called Files, in this
case the QPAC2 files menu, and unlike
HOT-WAKE always starts a new copy - useful it
you want to use two files menus to compare lists

of files on separate drives. Perhaps more usetully,
you can set up a HOT-THING hotkey to start the
EXEC menu of QPAC2 from which you can
access most of the Things in QPAC2,
ERT HOT-THING( rxr, rEtec' )
QPAC2 has a useful Thing called
BUTTON-SLEEP which minimises programs

down to a button in the button frame. lt is possible
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to access this from the tXtC menu, but why
bother when you can simply assign it to a

HOT*TH|hJG hoikey:
ERT HOT-THING( ts I , rButtorr-Sleep' 

)
So when you press ALT s the current program

gets made into a sleeping button in the button
frame, clearing precious screen space and redu-
cing clutter: This assumes of course it's a pro-
gram which can be made into a button (most
normal programs can)"

A dezenl Progs Vmu shCIrx$dm'€ fi$we

without
Sarren Branagh

ln a recent issue of QUANTA,

{Feb. 2000) John Gregory, took
a look at some of lhe programs
he found useful in the QUANITA
library over ihe years, and has
inslalled on his system. I found it
a very informative article, and
thought QL Today could benefit
from the same kind of thing. I

was aware of all ol the pro-
grams John mentioned, {even
having written one of them my-
self!) but had torgotten about a

few of them until reminded by
the article.
The QUANTA library really is a

treasure trove of programs, ma-
ny ol which cannot be found
elsewhere, and in my opinion
membership of QUANTA is lusti-
fied on this alone. Howevet
there are also quite a lot of other
PD and {reeware programs be-
ing supplied by the PD libraries,
most notably Phil Jordan.
ln the following paragraphs, I've
taken a look at some of the
programs I use both regularlll
and now and agaln when nee-
ded. Togethet they make up a

valuabie arsenal of program-

ming power and the best part is,

they didn't cost me a pennyl!

These programs are so simple
to run and use that they don't
warrant a review of their own,
as they are sirnply a case of
loading them and they do their
thing then go away I know I

couldn't do without some of
them most of the time, and
maybe you are unaware of
them, and may tind them useful
too.

1 " THE sTR!PPER
For all of those readers who
think a stripper is something
else entirely, shame on you. lt's
actually a simple to use pro-
gram to remove unwanted con-
trol codes from files, in order to
turn them into plain ASCII text.
it works perfectly on QUILL
doc tiles for example. All you
do is load it, and type the name
of the file to strip, and it does it.

easy and very useful.

2. SCR?EMP
Written by Norman Dunbar; This
program will convert standard
QL screens (32K) into biimap
images, which are common on
PC's (The microsoft windows
wallpaper is stored in bitmap
format, for example)very usefui
again, and as easy to use as
THE STRIPPER iust EXEC it,

and give a -SCR filename and
location, and it willoutput it as a
Bitmap screen, which can be
saved where you like.

3. SCRgPCX
As above, but will convert to
the equally popular PCX gra-
phics format instead. There are
tonnes of PCX Clipart in the PC
world, and this allows you to
add some more. This one can
handle mode 4 or I screens,
with parameters being passed
at startup, and even supports
wrldcards too. eg.
EmC SCR2PCX; rf1pl-x'-SCR B

ranl-r
will convert all the screen files
on flpl- in mode B to PCX files
on raml-.

4. T&-{E eopf ER
Have you ever had problems
copying a disk with level 2 sub-
directories on it? I remember I

did, when I first moved from a
Trunnp Card to a QXL in one go,
as this was ihe first piece of
hardware I had which suppor-
ted it. That was, before Dilwyn
Jones wroie The Copier This
excellent program will make an
exact copy o{ any disk, inclu-
ding AL I subdirectories, and
will copy all files to the correct
location. You can even specify
which files or directories are
copied. The locations can be
any device, so it is even a rudi-
mentary and basic way of
doing backups of your hard
drive. All you do is enter the
drive or directory io copy from,
and the destination simple,
Another Program called Sub-
COPY does the same thing,
and there is also a utility on the
ProWesS disk which will also
do this (ProWesS is now no
longer commercial software).

5" QFORMAT
Again by Norman Dunbar:this is
a quick disk formatter lt will
completely erase any DD, HD
or even ED disk, with a new
volume name of your choice, in

only a few seconds. Much
quicker than lormatting frorn
the command line under Super-
basic, which takes several rni-

nutes.

6" SORTEACK
Another program by Dilwyn,
which is a simple way of
alphabetically sorting all the
files in your disks. lt will sort the
files in any order and allows
you to copy them back onto
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the disk in the way they where
sorted. Makes it very easy to
find certain files on your disks if
all the files appear alphabeti-
cally when DIR'ed, I can tell
youll

7" QRISTEN
Pronounced 'Chris-en" 

{You'll
see why in a minute) this is a
pointer program that allows
you to quickly rename a disk
without the need to format it

first, Useful if you have copied
the contents of something onto
a disk that has a meaningless
volume name on it. I wroie a
Superbasic program some time
ago to do this, but this is much
easier to use and can be
placed on a Button easily too,
There is another similar pro-
gram called simply labelier
which does the same job
Both are PD

B. FREEMEM
This displays the amount of
free memory on your system,
on a button in your button
trame. Simple and useful, and
updates constantly. Available
for download from Jonathan
Hudson's websiie,

9. DOCVIE!(/ER
A pointer driven Quill doc
viewer quite simply put Fire
this up and you can have a

quick read of any quill file easily,
with the added bonus ol being
able to scroll through it all using
lust the mouse, which you can't
do under Quill, or Xchange. All
the original formatting of the
quill tile is displayed correctly,
although its worth pointing out
that changes cannot be made
to files as its simply a viewer
program.

1C. HTM[- MACHINE
A clever program written by
Roy Wood to allow HTML

{hyper Text Markup Language}
which is common on the lnter-
net to be typed on a QL, The
HTML Machine will pop-up over
a text editor (it's designed for
use on QD, but should work
with any) and allow you to
select from a range of HTML
tags to be placed inio the text.
As HTML grows in popularity,

this is an excellent program to
aid using basic HTML on a QL

1,'I. G RAPF{ ICs V S(/ER
Another one by Dilwyn (does
this man ever take time to
breathe?) and the title says it all.

It's a great little program, which
can be used to view {iles in a
wide variety of formats -PlC
and -SCR are supported, QL
DTP programs pages and even
a couple of PC formats Fully
pointer driven, with resizable

windowing and the pointer file-
select menu to choose your
clipart or graphic to view As
easy to use as all Dilwyn's pro-
grams.

19. PROCAAAN
fver written a really great set
of superbasic procedures for a

certain project, only to find the
same procedures useful in ano-
ther project some time later??
Rather than SAVE and MERGE
files to get at them, PROCMAN
will easily seek out all the pro-
cedures in any superbasic pro-
gram, and allow you to extract
them individually or all together
as you wish, and save them for
later use A gift for the budcling
and experienced programmer
alike.

There you go. All of these are
in the QUANTA library, and also
most are available from Phil

Jordans Library service too. lf
you are not a QUANTA mem-
ber; there are many programs rn

there that you will not be able
to get, and it's this reason
alone that justifies the member-
ship price in my mind, The
QUANTA library is full ot goo-
dies, so order a copy of the
LIBGUIDE on disk today, you'll
be glad you did. lf you're not a
membe[ then Join as you'll

find it is the best few quid
you've ever spent.

Ql-Td$s - Bmrt four
Norman Dunbar

Following on from PRINT-HIX, we have some
useful routines to copy strings, append one string
to another: and to add a byte, word or long word
of text to an existing string.

First up, is STR*COPY which simply takes the
string at A1 and copies it to A2 overwriting
whatever was at A2 originally. Very similar to LET
A2$ = A1$ in SuperBasic. Here it is:

* ===::::::::===::::::::=:== ::::==:=::=:===:
* str_copy :

* ::::===:===:
x Copies a string fron A1"l to A2.l overvrithg tbe
x current contents of tbe buffer at 42"t"
x No errors returned. If tbe length of the string to
* be copied is even, nove rords - it is quicker.
*
s Expects 41"[ to bold tbe rfmmr string address,
* lxpects A2.L to hold tbe rtor string address.
* Cornlpts D4, A1 and 42.
* :=::====:::==:::::=:==::==
str-copy

nove,w (a1)+,d/'

nove.rr d4, (a2)+

btst #0,d1

bne,s str-next

Get size of rfrom' strlng
Set new size of 'to' string
Is D4 even ? (size of string)
Do byte uove$ - odd sized string
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str_even
lsr.c #1,d4 ; Divide lengtb by 2

bra.s str-enext ; Do vord noves - even sized stri-ng

str-emove
nove.w (af)+,(a2)+ ; !,love a single rord

str-euext
dbra d4,str-emove ; And the rest
rts

str-nove
uove"b (a1)+,(a2)+ ; tlove a single byte

strjext
dbra dir,str--urove ; And the rest
rts ; Exi.t

As you now know a QDOS string is held in

memory starting at an even address, with a single
word of data holding the length of the string (not

including the word itseif). lmmediately after ihis
word is the individual bytes of the string.
To copy one string io another is quite simple - get
the size of the'from'string and move it to the'to'
string's length. Then copy each byte across.

ln this routlne we first get the length of the string
we are copying into D4.W- we shall be using this
as a counter of bytes to copy. This is then stored
at the destination address held in A2 and A2 is set
to pint to the position where the first character will

be stored when we start copying.

lf bit zero of the length of the string is clear then
we have an even number of bytes to transter This
means that we can use word sized copies instead
of byte sized and thus do fewer of them which
speeds up the program a bit. Obviously if movtng
words around, we only need hal{ as many, so D4
is divided by 2 to keep the count correct.

lf the length is odd we simply copy each byte
over one by one. This keeps the routine fairly

simple as we could have easily moved the first'n'
words and when only one byte left moved it on its
own.

As an exercise, try rewriting str*copy to do the
following'

1. Calculate how many words to move and how
many spare bytes {either 1 or 0)

2 ftlove the required number of words first-
guess why?

3, Move the final byte.

ln case you were wondering, if you move the
spare byte first, this makes the to and from

addresses ODD so the first word you move will

cause an address exception error -oops!

The next routine allows us to append to a string.
Appending to a string is a bit more difficult LtT
A2$ = 42$ + 41$ is the equivalent Superbasie
code. Lets see how this is done.

* :::::::====:
x str-append :

l( ====::=====-
* Appends a strhg fron A1"L to A2,t adding it to the end
* of tbe cunent contents of the buffer at A2.1.
* $o ertors returned.

* Expects A1.i to hold tbe rfronr stri.ng addrrss.
* Expects M.L to hold tbe rto' string address.
* Corrupts D4, D3, A1 and M.
* ============

str-append
urove.w (a1)+,d4 ; Size of 'from' striag
nove.w (a2),d3 ; Sise of 'tor string
add,w d1,(a2)+ ; New size of 'to' string
adda.w dl,a2 I New rto' string end position
btst #0,d1 ; Is tbe fron string even sized?
beq.s str-ever ; ilove strllg in sords
bra,s striext ; Copy aLi bytes over

lf this seerns very short " it isl

All we do here is collect the 'from' string length
and the 'to' string length, Having done this, the
size of the 'to' string has to be the combined size
of both strings, so we add the sizes together and
store in the size word for the'to' string. Now we
have the to string set to the correct length, we
copy the bytes of the 'from' string over to the
end of the 'to' string. To calculate this position, we
add the old size word of the 'to' string to the
address of iis first character

Assume the two strings are as follows and ihat
the ADDR values are simply the address relative
to the start of the two strings as opposed to an

actual address in memory otherwise both strings
would be stored in the same placel

06 07 08 09 r_0

We add the sizes together to get this:

06 0? 0B 09 10

A2 is adjusted to point at the first character (ihe
'T') in the 'to'string by the'ADD.W D4,{A2)+'. Note
that you cannot ADDA,W D3,{A2}+ which is why
there are two different instructions in this routine
to add to the address registers.

So it we now have A2 holding address $02 in the
'io'string and add the length of the old'to'string -

Addr : 00 01 02 A3 04 A5
From:0004F R 0 M

To :0002T 0

Addr : 00 01 02 A3 0/+ 05
From;0004F R 0 M

To :0006T 0
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which was $02 to it, we get A2 pointing at ad-
dress $04, Looking ath the above, $04 is the
place where we want to put the first character
from the'from'string. Easy when you see itl {luse
a lot of squared paper when I am working with
addressesl)

So, once we know this address, we skip back-
wards into STR-COPY to copy the bytes over
either as words or as bytes. Code re-use-what a

wonderful thingl

At various piaces in the final program, thEre wrll

be a need to add one, two, three or tour charac-
ters to an existing string. This is simply adding
characters and not proper strings so the above
routine, STR-APPEND, cannot be used as it rs,

because we don't have a word at the start of the
characters we wish to add.

It would be quite simple to do something like the
following (assume that A5 holds the address of
the first spare character space after the END of
the string to be appended to)

l{OvE,8 #,1,,M
flovn.8 M, (Ai)+

And this will actually work without problems all

the iime. However the following will not work all

the time - why?

l,t0w.u #,A7,,D4
fiovE.u il,(Ar)+

0r

I{OVE,t #'ADDA"M
i{ovt,r M, (Ai)+

Have you figured out what is wrong ? lt is quite

simple, and quite difficult to figure out when tes-
ting a program that seems to randomly cause
problems.lf we start o{t with A5 holding an IVEN
address, the above code will work, We are al-

lowed to per{orm word and long sized operations
at even addresses. But, if we have already added
one byte to the string at A5, A5 now holds an

ODD address. The above code will now cause an

address error: Nasty, so beware.

The following routines allow the addition of fout:

two or one bytes to the end of the A5 buffer
These willbe used when building up the decoded
instructions in the main program.

c -_____----__

x str-addj :

a __----------

x Adds the 4 bytes ia D4"L to tbe buffer at A5.t. this is
x our decoded instnction r$o fal and we are addiag
* another I bytes to it. See tert for wiry ve do it this
* way and not as l,l0VE,L D4,(Ai)+ ll
*
fi Expects M.1, to bold tbe I bytes ve wisb to append to
* tbe buffer.
* Expects D6.S to botd the size decoded so far.
x Expects L5,L to poiat to the first free space in tlre buffer"
* Preserves D4, A5 and D6 are updated.
* =::=:==:=:::::=::::::::::=
^+- ^1, l
D !!_quuj

bsr"s a5-even ; Test if A5 is even

bne.s str-add_4 ; A5 is odd

nove.l d1,(al)+ ; A5 i.s even - yippee I

addq,w #/r,d6 ; Update counter
fis ; Done

str-add-1
sllap

bsr. s
svap

bsr" s

rts

d4 ; Cbange 'A300' to 'CtAIrstr-addj ; Append rAlr part first
dl ; Ohange ICDABT bac! to 'ABCD'
str*add-2 ; Append rCDr part,

* =:==::::=:::
* str-add-v :

f =============:=:==::=====:
x Adds tbe 2 bytes in M"ll{ to the buffer at A5,1,. this is
x ow decoded instruction (so farr and se are adding another
* 2 b$es to it. See text for uhy we do it this vay and not
x as M0VE,tl u4,(AI)+ tt

* Expects M,l{ to hold the 2 bytes }Ie wish to append to the
* buffer.
x Expects D6.l{ to bold the size decoded so far,
x Expects Ai.[ to point to tbe first free space in tbe buffer,
* Preserves D4, 45 and D6 are updated.
It ===::=:==::::::=:=::=::=:=
str-add-s

bsr.s a5-even ; Is Af even ?

bne,s str_add*2 ; Apparently not
move.s d4,(a5)+ ; It is - store Di+.l{ in tbe buffer
addq.ri #2,d1 ; Update counter
rts ; Done

str*addj
rol.w #8,d1 ; Change rEfr to rIT'

bsr.s str-add-b ; Append tbe rEr part first
rul"w #8,d4 ; Change 'I'Et back to rEFl

bsr.s str-add-b ; Appeud tbe rFr nert
fis ; Done

* ==""=:==="=====:::::=====:
l( str-add*b :

* "r==:::===:::=::=:=:===:==
x Adds tbe byte ia D/',8 to tbe buffer at 45"1" this is our
* decoded instruction <so farr and we are adding another
* byte to it,

tt Eeects D1.B to hold tbe byte we wish to append to the
* buffer.
* Expects D6,l{ to hold tbe siae decoded so far,
* Xxpects A5.l to point to the first free space in tbe buffer,
I Preserves D4, A5 and D6 are updated,
* ============

str-add-b
move,b d4,(a5)+ ; Store a single byte
addq.w #1,d6 ; M bolds size of text so far
rts ; Go back from wbence we oane,
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* ="==========
x a5-even :

* :::::::=::::
* Tests bit zero of A5 to see i.f it is evea, If it is we caa
* store words aad loag words at tbe location held in 45.
x ftherwise tre canrt.
*
* Expects A5 to bold an address,
* Preserves everything.
x Beturns Z set if A5 is even, clear if d5 is odd.
* ==::=::=::==
a'-even

exg d0,a5 ; A9 is required ia a data
register

btst #0,d0 ; Sets z if D0 is (now) even

exg d0,a5 ; Doesnrt affeet t'he flags
rts ; Done

* ========:==:
* str_add--3 :

x :=:::::=:::::::==::::::=-=
* Adds the J bytes in D4,l to the buffer at A5.1.
x lbis is our decoded instruction ( so far) and lle are
* addilg another J bytes to it"
*
* xrpects M.t to hold tbe J bytes ve wish to append to the
r buffer,
x Erpects D5"}l to bold tbe size decoded so far"
* Expeets A5,l to poi-nt to the first free spaee in the buffer,
* Presenres Dlr, A, and D6 are updated,
* ============

str-addJ
swap d4 I Chenge '?ABC' to 'BC?A' (? = don't care)
bsr.s str-add-b ; Append 'Ar part fi.rst
sriap d1 ; Cbange IBC?A' back to '?ABCI
bsr,s str-add-w ; Store tbe 'BCr part
rts ; All done.

The easiest one to figure out is STR-ADD-B as it
simply adds one byte to the string length. We will

be using D6 to hold the completed size of the
decoded instruction, so we increment its total as
well.

The routine a5-even is called when we want to
add 2 or 4 bytes to the A5 buller This simply
returns the Z flag set if 45 is an even address. As
you cannot test the individual bits in an address
registe[ we swap A5 and D0 over; test D0 - which
sets the Z llag accordingly, swap A5 and D0 back
again - which does not change any of the flags,
so Z is still correct and then we return.

Next up, is STR-ADD*W which adds two bytes,
one at a time to the A5 buffer by calling
STR-ADD*B twice. Notice how similar this is to
the HtX routines earlier The process is very
similar We must swap the order of the bytes in

D4W before we add them to the buffer: lf we
detected that A5 is even, then we don't have to
bother with swapping etc and we slmply store the
word in D4 at the address in A5 - so much simpler
when things are even,

,And again, the same with STR*ADD_L where we
must swap low and high words over belore we
can add text to the buffer: Again, if A5 proves to
be even, we simply store the long word in D4 at
the address in A5.

After STR-ADD-B there is STR-ADD-3 which is
used to add three bytes frorn D4 to the buffer:
This is very similar to the STR-ADD-L routine,
bui only stores the lowest 3 bytes of D4 in the
buffer lt does this by first swapping the two
words o{ D4, storing one byte froom the {now)
low word, swapping the words back again and
storing the entire low word, Simple stuff.

Finally for UTILS-ASM, we have the routine
ADD-SPACES which adds any number of spaces
to the A5 buffer This will be used to pad out the
decoded instructions as we go along. On entry,
D4.W holds the number of spaces to add.

* ::::::==:::::::==::===::=:
r add-spaces ;
* =:====::===:
* Adds D1,U spaces to tbe output buffer.
*
* Expects n4.S to hold the nunber of spaces ve vish to append.
t Expects D6.til to bold tbe size decoded so far.
x Expects A5"[ to point to the first free space i-n tbe buffer,
* Cornrpts D1 (alvays -1), Ai aad D6 updated,
* =======:====
add-spaces

add.w di,,d6 ; New s!.ze of text
bra,s add-.next ; Skip the first move

add-space

nove.b #' ',(a5)+ ; Add a single spaee

add_next

dbra d4,add-space ; And the rest
rt6 ;Exitvltbm=-1

The routine is very simple, it adds the number of
spaces to D6 as we are keeping a running total
ol the instruction, and then enters a DBRA loop to
add a space to the buffer as rnany times as it has
to A nice simple bit of code to finish this file on

DISS_AS,VX

We now have to build the decoding table. Using
the inforrnation in previous articles, and the data
from the last one, we add the following to the end
of the DISS-ASM file.

This is probably the biggest (and most boring)
change we will have to do - this issue, we define
two of the big tables of data in the program. First
up is the 'MASKS' table which is used when we
have an op-code to decode. We mask the op-
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code with the first word in each entry and check
that it equals the second word.
lf it dows, we have the correct instruction. The
next two words give the instruction type and a

pointer to its textual representation.

* =======.====:::::=::=:=:==
* Masks table
* ==:::======:
x this table is tbe central part of the disassenbler.
* lherr is a si-ngle entry for eacb instrueti.on ald t&e fornat is:
*
* nask - word - the nask value wbi.ch is Al{Ded with the op

* code to give ".
i{ resuLt - vord - Tne expected result of ANDi.ng the op code
x vith tbe mask

* type - uord - tbe instruction Wpe (see text)
x offset - word - 0ffset into op-table for tert of i.nstruction,
* :==:=:=::=::
nasks equ *
type-0 dc.w $ffff,$4afc,0,tjl1ega1-op-table

ilc . q $ffff, $4e70,0, t--reset-op-tab1e
dc . w $ffff, $4e71,0, t-trop-op-tab1e
dc.w $ftff 

'$l+e73,0,t-:te-op-tabiedc . r* $ffff, $/re?5,0, t--rts-op-table
dc, w $ffff, $1e76,0, t-trapv-op-table
dc. w $ffff, $4e77,0, t-rtr-op-table

typeJ dc.s $ffff,$02Jc,L,t-andlcm-op-tab1e
dc . c $ffff, $OaJc,1, t-eorlccr-op-tab1e
dc, w $ffff, $003c,1, t-orlccr-op-table

typeJ dc.ta $ffff,$027c,2,1-aadi-sr-op-tab1e
dc, w $ffff, $0a7c,2, t-eori-sr-op-table
de . w $ffff, $007c,2, t-orlsr-op-table
dc . v $ffff, $1e72,2, t-stop-op-table

typeJ dc.v $fff8,$1e58,3,t-un1k-op-table
dc 

" 
w $fff8, $1Bi+0,3, t-swap-op-table

type-4 dc.s gfff0,g1e40,4,t-trap-0p-table

type-i dc.v $fff8,$1e50,5,uink-op-table

dc. ri gffc0, S1c0r 17, t-.n0ve-op-tab1e
dc . ir $ffc0, $16c0,17, t-,uove-op-table
dc , v gffc0,91800,1?, t_nbcd-op_table
dc , c $ffcO, $1810,17, t_!ea-op_table
dc. v $ffc0, $1rac0,17, t-tas-op-table
dc. v $ffc0,91ec0,17, tj np-op-table
dc . w $ffc0, $e80,1?, tj sr-op-table

type-18 dc.w $ff00,$0000,18,t-ori.-op*table
dc . n $ff00, $0200,18, t-andi-op_tab1e
dc, w $ff00, $0400,18, t-subi-op-tab1e
dc . w $ff00, $0600,18, t-addi*op-table
dq. v $ff00, S200,18, t_clr-op_tab1-e
dc . w $ff00, $0c00,18, t-cnpi-op_table
dc, w $ff00, $0a00,18, t-eori-op-tab1e
dc. s $ff00,94400, 18, t-rreg-op_iable
dc . v $ff00, $4000,18, t-uegx-op_table
dc.w $ff00,91600,18,t-.not-op_tab1e
dc , v $ff00, $1a00,18, t-tst-op-table

typejg dc.w $f100,$5000,19,t_addq-op_table
dc . w $f100, $1100,19, tsubq-op_table

typeJ0 dc.lt $ff00,$0800,20,t*b-op_tab1e

typeJl dc.s $f100,$0100,21,t-b-op-table

typeJ2 dc.w $f1c0,$4180,22,t-chk-op-table
dc.w $f1c0,981c0,22,t_divs-op_table
dc . v $f1c0, $80c0,22, t-divu-op_tab1e
dc. w $f1c0, $c1c0,22, tjuls-op_table
dc , w $f1c0, $c0c0,22, tJnulu-op_table

6ypeJ3 dc"v $fLc0,$4l.c0,2J,tjea-op-table

typeJ4 dc.r* $f000,$d000,21.,t-add-op-table
dc . v $f000, $c000,21, t-rud-op-tab1e
dc. w $f000 ,$8000,21, t-or-op-table
dc , n 9f000,99000,21, t_sub-op_table

typeJl de.w $f000,9b000,2t,t_typeJl-op_tabte

typeJ6 dc.rl $f0c0,$10c0,26,t-r-op-table

typeJ'l dc.!. $fb80,$1880,2?,tJoven-op_tab1e

typeJS dc,v $c1c0,$0010128,t-novea-op-tab1e

WpeJ9 dc,w $c000,$0000,29,t30ve-dot-op-table

WpeJ0 dc.v $f130,$d100,11,t-addx-op-table
ds , tl $f130,99100,11, t_subx-op_tab).e

WpeJl dc.w $0000,$0000,30,t-dc-w*op-tab1e

That is the end of the masks table. Following on
we have the op-codes table. This is called
'OP-TABLE'and holds a textual representation of
the individual instructions,

Take care to get the spaces and dots in the
correct places. lf you are confused, the value in

the 'DCW' above the text is the number of
characters in the text. Hopefully, the conversion of
this file from rny text into QL Today's print
shouldn't corrupt the layoutl

type-5

type-7

type-8

type_9

typeJO

typeJl

typeJ2

typeJ3

typeJ4

typeJ5

typeJ6

typeJT

dc 
" 
w gf0f8,950c8,6, t_db-op*table

dc,w $ff00,$6100,7,t-bsnop-table

dc.w $f000,$6000,8,t-b-op-table

dc . n $ffb8, $4880,9, t-ext-op-tab1e

dc . w $f100, $7000,10, t-.moveq-op-tab1e

dc . w $f1f0, $c100,11, Labcd-op-table
dc 

" 
c $f1f0, $8100,11, Lsbcd-op-table

dc . v $fff0, $1e50,12, t--nove-usp-op-table

de . s $f138, $b108,1J, tcnpu-op*table

de , w $f100, $c100,14, t-exg-op*tab1e

dc . c $f008, $0008,1i, t-"novep-op-tab1e

dc , w $f000, $e000,16, t-type-1il0p*tab1e

dc, s $ffc0, $/'0c0 r 17, t-.nove-sr-op-table
de . rs $ffc0, $12c0,17, t--nove-cer-op-table
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* ============ :====::=:::::= = t-eoflsf dC,V 7

* 0p-tab1e dc.b 'E0RI #$'
* ============ =::::=:=:==::: = L6ILST dC"W 6

* Tiris tabLe holds the text for each i.nstruetion to be decoded. dc"b 'ORI #$'
x Tbere is ole entrf cortespondiug to a! entry in tbe above table t-stop dc.t{ 7

* but sone entries nay be duplicated here or tuo entries above dc"b 'ST0P #$t
* uray point to a single entry bere" the format is:
* Lunlk de.v 6

r Size - vord dc"b rUNl( Al
* text - bytes t-swap dc.w 6

* ============ = dc.b rsl{AP Dl

op-table equ *
t-ii"1ega1 dc.q ? LtraP dc"{ 6

dc"b 'Itl8GAl,' dc.b |TRAP #'
t-reset dc.v 5

dc"b 'RISET' tjink dc,w 6

t--rrop dc.u J dc"b rLINK Al

dq.b rN0Pl

t-rte dc,v 3 t-db dc.v 2

dc,b 'RTS| de"b rDBl

t-rts de,v 3

dc,b 'RTS| Lbsr dc.v 3

t-trapv ds.w i dc"b |BSRI

dc.b 'TRAPV'

t-rtr dc"w 3 t-b ds"w L

dc"b rRTRt dc"b rBr ; Bce and BRI, BTST, BCll0, BCLR & BS{f

t-andlccr dc.w ? t-ext dc"w 1

dc.b 'AIIDI #$' Cc"b 'IIT, I

t-eorlccr dc.lr 7

dc.b 'E0nI #$' t-noveq dc,rq I
t-ori-ccv dc.w 6 dc,b 'I'{OWQ #$'

dc.b '0RI #$'
Labcd dc"w 5

t_andlsr dc.w t dc"b 'ABCD '
dc.b 'ANDI #$'

&{appy Birthday t@ us.."

....fLr,st Words! just startirsg crur siNth trading year.
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t-sbcd dc,w

dc, b

tJove-usp dc.w

dc, b

t-cnpn dc.s
dc, b

t-exg dc"w

dc. b

t-.movep dc.w

dc. b

t-typeJ6 dc.w

t-irove--sr dc,w

dc. b

trmove-ccr dc.$
dc. b

t-rove dc,w

dc. b

t--nbcd dc.w
dnh

t*pea de.w

dc"b

t-tas dc.v
dc. b

tjnp dc.w

dc,b
tjsr dc.w

dc. b

t-ori dc.w

dc"b

t-,ardi dc . w

dc,b
t-subi. ds.w

de.b

t-addi dc,w

dc.b
t-clr dc.w

dc, b

t-cnpi dc,tt
dc. b

t-eori. dc,v
dc. b

t-.neg dc,v
dc "b

t-.ne$ dc.w

dc "b
t-"not dc,w

dc.b
t*tst de.w

dc.b

5

'sBcD 
I

5

'l,f0trn 
I

I cl'lPl.{. '

1
INXG 

'

6
r!,l0wP. I

0 ; No text for type 16!

8
rli{0vE sB, r

o

rl,l0w ccn, I

lr

I l.{ovE I

1
I NnnD I

7

IPEA I

3

'TAS'
3
IJ}{P I

3
rJsnl

+
,0nI" I

5
IAND1. i

,
rsuBI" i

IADDI. I

1
I cLB. I

5
,cl,lPl t

'u0RI. 
I

lr

rNEC. I

A

rl,I8CX. I

1
INOT, I

lr
rTsT. I

Laddq dc, l* 5

dc.b ,ADm.,

t-subq dc.c 5

dc.b ,SUBQ.'

t-ehk de.w 1

dc,b r0il( |

Ldivs dc.s 5

dc.b 'DM '
Ldivu de, w 5

de.b 'DIW I

t--uuls dc.s 5

dc.b rl'{IJIS'

t--muLu dc.u 5

dc.b rl,{Utu 
'

dc.w It

dc,b |LEA I

t-add dc.v 3

dc.b |ADDI

t-and dc.w 3

dc.b |ANDI

t-or dc.v 2
l- kuu. u t/n.'

t-sub dc.v 3
.ta h lCIrcl

Ltype-25 dc"w 0

Ls dc,s 1

dc.b r$l

; No text for type 25!

t-.movem ilc. w 6

dc.b rl,l0WH. I

t-novea dc.v 6

dc.b |H0WA. I

Lmove-dot dc.w 5

dc.b rl.{0V8. I

t-addx dc.w 5

dc,b TADDX, I

t-subx dc"s 5

dc"b TSUBX. 
'

Ldc-c dc.w 5

dc,b rm,U'

And that is about it for this session. Next issue,
we are back to the tutorial again where we will
take a peek at QDOS and discuss extending
SuperBasic with new procedures and functions.
See you then.

Gee Graphies8 (0n the At?) " pert '15

Llnes and Planes ln 3 spaee
Herb Schaaf

ln the Jan-Feb 1999 issue of QL-lbday 
there was a discussion

of 3D space coordinates in

GG*B and the cover disk lhat

came with the Mar-Apr 1999
issue had a program FlT9c5-bas
referred to in GGx9 with some
FuNctions and PROcedures for

Lines and Planes in 30. As i will
refer to FlT9c5*bas in this
article I invite you t0 find the
disk, unzip the files and load it.

Eirections in 3 space
Several terms in analytical geo-
metry begin with direction. One
is 'direction-number', another is
'direction-cosine' and yet ano-

&ez QL fodey rc



ther is 'direciion-angle'. All are
used to describe and define
lines and planes in 3 dimen-
sions.

Lines ln 3D sBace
We can set a point in 3 space
as a triplet of numbers for the
x, y, and z coordinaies. We can
then set other points with oiher
triplets. For example we could
have a first point as (3, 5, 7) and
n cnnnnrl nnin* rc lA n 1n\ Acl )guur ru Pvilil. oJ [Lr, J, rJ/. 11

3D line would passes through
both points and a 3D line seg-
ment connects the two points.

Direction numbers: a, b, and c
These are the signed distances
along the x, y, and z directions
respectively between any two
points on a line in 3 space. Let
d be the distance between the
two points Since
d*d=3*g+[x[+C*C,
d is equal to the square root of
the sum o{ the squares of a, b
and c.

ln the example given the direc-
tion numbers from the first
point to the second point are 3,

4, and 12 The direction num-
bers from the second point to
the first point would be -3, -4,

and -12. The distance between
the two points would be the
square root of {9 + 16 + 144), so
d= 13.

Direction cosines: Iannbda, rnu,

and nu (aka l, m, and n)

For the example given,
lambda=a/d, mu=b/d, and nu=c/d.
0r
l=3113, m=4/13, and n=12l13.
The direction cosines for the
x-axis are 0, 1, and 1, The direc-
tion cosines for the y-axis are
i, 0, and 1 The direction co-
sines for the z-axis are 1, 1, and
0, Parallel lines in space have
the same direction cosines.

Direction angles: alpha, beta,
and gamma
For a line in 3 space these are

the angles between the line
and the x, y and z axes re-
spectively.
For the example given the di-
rection angles are: ACOS(3/13),
ACO5{4113), and ACOS{12I13}.
So alpha = 76.J, beta = 72.1,

and gamma = 22.6 degrees; or
alpha = 1.34, beta = 1.26, and
gamma = 0.39 radians.
The direction angles for the
x-axis are 0, 90, 90 degrees.
The direction angles for the
y-axis are 90, 0, 90 degrees.
The direction angles for the
z-axis are 90, 90, 0 degrees.

PROCedure line-n3space
ln FlT9c5-bas take a look at
linoc ?(1?n ln 2r,lnn th:nlriI ruJ Lvavv tv 4uTvv! tt tgl [\

goodness for the REMarksl 
-[b

try it out Dlkl one*line(2,3), an
array of 2 points each having a
triplet {x,y,z} of values. Assign
values of x,y, and z for points 1

and 2 of the array.
Then enter 'line*n3space

one-line(1), one*line(2)" The
QL will work out the values
which you can examine by
entering "list-array AL3S'.

FROCedure parameterize
ln FlT9c5-bas take a look at
lines 15700 to 15580. To try it
out DIM param-line(1,3,3), an

array with I line, 2 points each
{plus a 3rd register for the
direction cosines), and a
triplet(x,y,z) of values. Assign
values of x,y, and z for points 1

and 2 into the array. Then enter
'parameterize param*line, 1",

Examine the values by entering
"list*array param-line".

Two lines in 3 space
lf they meet we can find the
point of intersection, but in 3D
they may be "skew lines' and
not meet, however we can find
where they come closest to
each other: lf they are parallel

they could be identical lines or
lines that will never nreet in the
Euclidean Cartesian system.

PROGedure linesN3space
ln FlT9c5-bas take a look at
lines 13860 to 14780, some-
thing done in 1996; thank
goodness for the RFMarks! To

exercise the procedure RU\l (or

GOTO) 26420 and enter the
values as requested. After en-
tering the last value, the QL will
work out the situation. You can
then enter as a command line
'list-array L3S'to see the array
of values. I should iry to im-
prove this PROCedure; when
the two lines are parallel I

should tind the distance and
direction from one line to the
other and the common plane i{
the lines are not identical.

Flanes in 3CI space
One form for describing the
plane rs

A*x+B*y+C*z+D=0
Another way to locate or'fix'a
plane in 3 space is by defining
its normal and distance from
the origin. The normal is a line
perpendicular to the plane,

Since the normal is a line it can
be described by its direction
cosines. The origin is where
X=y=Z=0,
and we can use p as the dis-
tance from the origin to the
plane.

Given 3 non-colinear points in a
plane we can determine the
equation of the plane, and para-
meterise the normal to the
plane.

Plane-frm3pts
ln FlT9c5-bas take a look at
lines 14820 to 15660, and lines
24450 to 24480, something
else done in 1996: again thank
goodness for the REMarks! ln

line 24760 change 17520 and
17580 to 24670 and 2472A.
lnsert line 24865 PAUSE. To

exercise the procedure RUN {or
G0T0) 24460. The QL will
work out the values and pause
between the DATA sets. You
can enter as a command line

&L fiodey 43-



"list-array EqnPlane" to see the
array of values.

Point to Plane?
ln FlT9c5-bas take a look at
lines 16510 to 16600 To exer-
cise lhe FuNction enter the fol-
lowing,
'pt2pl = Pt-to-plane(0,0,0,1,1,1,-1)'

Then "PRINT pt2pl" or "PRINT

PTP' will show the distance, ln
tnrth tho ancrArar caamc tn hatt vtt I tt t! ur tJvvvt JUUt I tJ tv v!

the disiance from the plane to
the point, rather than from the
point to the plane, so a change
ol sign is in order The things
you find when you revisit an-
cient writings!

Things I haven't done yet, but
hope to do
Given two parallel lines in 3

space, determine if they are
identical, if not identical then
find the common plane and
distance and direction from one
line to the other:
intersection of a line and a
plane in 3D
1) the line might be in the plane

{and thus parallel to it)
2) the line might be parallel to

but out of the plane
3) the line intersects the plane

intersection of two planes in 3D
1) could be the same plane
2) could be parallel and not

meet
3) meet in a line

lf anyone has already worked
out any ol these, why not show
and tell the rest of us how to
do it?

Steve Poole responded to the
'cutting corners" of GGrl4 by
sending his 'CONICS-BAS",

based on a program which has
been in a collection of BASIC
DEMO'S from the QUANTA li-

brary on D|SK MD 01 since May
1993. His program draws a

smooth connecting curve
THROUGH all of the random
points in a collection. He also
sent a program "BIKE_BAS'

using ihe algorithm to create
"Chris Boardman", a neat
graphic of a racing cyclist, I

hope he will be kind enough to
explain the logic behind the
algorithm and the thought
process he went through in
develcping it back in 1985 arrd
1992.

Next time?

Letter-BmK
Stephen Poole writes:
Dear Dilwyn,
Thank you for Qlhday volume
4, issue 5 I am beginning to re-
gret that there is not a cover
disk with every issue, Herb
Schaaf's "Gee Graphics" arti-
cles are still as lengthy as ever
and it will take a lot of patience
if I decide to wait for the next
disk, or type in his listing for
that matter Frecisely, in part 14,

he asks us to consider a zig-
zagging collection of connec-
ted lines with their vertices,
and hopes to get segments
beginning to look more like a
smooth curve. Well about ten
years ago I needed the same
sort of routine to draw con-
tours on maps, and noi finding
any on ofler I began to tackle
the problem myself. Some ma-
gazines showed techniques tor
tracing simple splines and Be-

zier curves, but these do not
pass through the vertices.
Finally I developped a program
which satisfied my needs, and
sent a detailed and commen-
ted listing to Quanta for the
library. The program, C0NIC-bas
is quite Iong as it first calcu
lates all the relations between
the vertices, then from per-
spective computes the elliptic
curves in all possible sectors.
There are two minor bugs
which I can fix, but they only
show up once in a blue moon.
Some of the curves may seem
a little pointed, but a close
examination of the vertices
shows that this is necessary,
There is enclosed a copy of
the CONIC-bas program that
Herb desires, with a modified
version BIKE-bas to demon-
strate Chris Boardman in filled
vector graphics Please could

you forward all this to Herb as I

do not have his address. The
listings are crammed pretty
tight as I kept the number of
lines as short as possible
during the development stage
to help memorisation. At the
moment I am considering a

complete rewrite as, as such,
they are slightly indigestible.
Regarding Q40 Colour Drivers:
Will they becorne available to
SMSQ/E SuperGoldCard users
as has been suggested? An
article on QL monitors would
be opportune, as there has
been little detail on this for a

long time
Several long letters arrived by
email concerning QL MlDl, sug-
gesting I write a program to
use QL BttPs. This has al-
ready been done and sent to
Quanta. Probably ! shall get in
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suDerHermes
,d major hardwrre upgrade for the Qtr

All Hennes features (working serX/2, independent
baud raleslde-bounced keyboard/keyclick) PLUS full
19200 tlroughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound
IBM .4,T keyboard interface (plus foreign drivers) //
FItGFt SPEED RS232 industry standard two-lvay
serial port. 4800cps throughput (supergoldcard -
qtpi - zrnodern) at 5?600bps // THREE low speed
RS232 inpurs (1200 to 30bps)- incl SERIAL MOUSE
driver. Other uses include RTTY/graphics tablet etc //
3 spare I/O lines (logic) with GND/+SV // Capsloek/
scrollock LEDlTurbo/keyloek connectors // l.5k user
dala permanently in EEPROIvI

.{ll thrs oll_gl,Erofessional board 4b!u!$iee th ef
the lQ49 co-oroces$or it reDlece$

Cost (including rnanuaVsoftware). f,90 (&921 E&'l rcg})
IBM AT "UK layout Keyboard...... . 522 (824 rc23 rc21)
Serial mouse ...........fni {{131{.12/9.14)
Capslock/scrollock LED ............ gl (f 1.50/f l/e 1.50)
Keyboard or rnouse |ead .........,,,. f3 (&3. 50/t3lf 3. 50)
Higb speed serial (ser3) Iead....,.S,4 (f4,50/t4lf4.50)

Up to & mbyte of {!ash ememory for the QX,
A srnall plug in cjrcuit for the QL's ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 mbyes of permanent
storage - it can be thought of,as a ponable hard disk
on a card, and reads at som€ 2 mbytes per second.
Ttdnk of it - you could fully boot an expanded QL,
including all drivers/SMSQ etc off Romllisq at hard
disk speed wrth only a mernory expansion needed.

2 rnbytes RomDisq..., .. ...... S39 (t 41 837 / f,4A)
4mbytes RomDisq... .. . .......f65{f66 / 863 rc67l,
8 mbltes RornDisq,. .. .... .f, 98 (€ 100/ Eg 5 I t99)l
Aurora adapror.......... ......."... g3 (€3. -50/t3l{4)

MP&AIgE
A Bow profile powered backplane with ROM port
A three expansion backplane u'ith ROM port included for

RomDisq etc. Aurora can be fitted in notebook case and
powered offsingle 5V raii - contact QBraneh for details. Two
boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card/Super Gold CarrVGoldfire
hxed to base. Suitable for Aurora (ROM accessible from
outside) & QL motherboard in tower case. Spccify R.Ofu{
facing IN towards boards, or OUT tow.ards back ofcase.

Cost .......... "".............. ". S34 (r3 5/€3 3/€3 5 )
All Hennes features (see above) + an IBM AT
keyboard interface only. Entry level superHermes.
Cost (incl kcyboard lead),..S-53 ([55.50/[5]/f53 50)

T?C $NT'E.RFAAES:
Connects to Mioena MKXI and aay Philips I2C bers

EOwgf-Drlyef-4qtqffacg 16 VO lines with 1, of thcao wed ts
control I current c&rrying outpuis (source end sink coprble)

2 arnp (for t relays, sns|l motors). . .... .. .. . . $40 (943/t3 E/r44)
4 amp total (for xnotors etc) ............ i.45 (€48/t431€50)
Relavl (8 3a 12v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a power
driver).......,.... ..................€25 (8281f,23/f27)
Effellel Int€rfece Gives 16 input/output lines. Can tle
used utrerever logic signals are required.. €25 (f281f23/f27)
Anllosue lnterfrce Giveo eight I bit analogue to
digitsl inputs {ADC} and two E bit digita! to analogue
outputs (DAC). Used for temp mea$urement$" sound
rampling (to 5 KI{z}, xly plotting.....t30 (C31.501f291ffiA)

TeugIruDC (-40oC to +l25dC). ......f l0 (f 10.50/fl0/e I1)
Connector for four temp probes,.,.... f l0 (Cl0.50/f l0/€l I )
Data sheets.... .,...................f2 (&2.501821L3)

Minerva

MINERVA RTC CMKI$ + battery for256 bytcs narn.

CRASIIPROOF clock & ItC bu$ for interf,aeing. Can
autoboot from battery backed ram. Quick st0rrt-up.

fne OnrcfNaf .svst

OTHER FEATTJRES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGCED operating system/ autoboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basicl faster scheduler- graphics
(u.ithin l0% of lighming) - string handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screer/ TRACE/ non-English keyboard
drivers/ "wann" fast reset. Vl.9? with split OUTPUT
baud rates (+ Ilermes) & built in Multibasic.
First upgrode llee. Otheiryirc send {3 (+t5 for meneal if requd).

Send dlsl* plus SA.8 or $wo trRCs

M K[...S.40 ({.4t / t40/ 843) MKIt..f,65 (966 l t63 I &67)
OT SPARFS 

--Ke,vboard membrane ................................ t?4 (825 I L24l L27 )
1377 PAL . S3 {€3.i0/f3lt4)
Circuitdiagrams.........................................f3 (t3.501f3/L4)
68008 cpu or 8049 trC ..... ..... . . .........e8 (€8 50/[7.50/f9)
8301/8302 orJM ROM or serial lead,.$10 (rl 1.50/[10/fi i)
Power supply (sea mail overseas)........ ..... &1,2 (t17 I f,\ 6/ t}l)

. 0r,nnpams rut
Fixed price for unrnodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

S27 inel 6 rnonth guarantee

Prlc€c irclude poitrg€ atrd prcldng (Aimdl whcre tnpllcrble). Priss cre: trli (EC/El.rop€ outstde EC/Rc$t oa world). fsj/mFt by chcqw dnm on buL.
witlr IIK rddm, debia crd lst rc..d./Acce./EuM.td/po.t.l ord.r or CASHI (No Eurehequ6). S.a,E or IRC for fuU llst md detslls
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touch directly with Al Boehm
after the february holidays, and
send a disk with example mu-
sic, but my program can only
handle duo's, not full orches-
tras.
For CueDark, I have dug deep
inio my old rnicrodrrve stock of
programs and found one or
two rouiines which may help
people twiddle their thurnbs.
The programs are Snow-
{l^1,^ L^^ T^.,+ r ^^^ 1,.^^ ^^Jildf\u_ud>, rc^i_Lcdp_ud5 dilu
Hash*bas. lt is regrettable that
SMSQ cannot access micro-
drives, as this precludes auto-
loading it at start-up. I have 70
tapes which I still need to
access at regular intervals.
lnstead of copying all my tapes
to disk,l have copied my micro-
drive catalogue to disk, as this
runs smoother

Reply from -{ochen regarding
cotrour drjvers: the colours do
nof depend entirely on having
a (Super)Goldeard, you have
to have an Aurora. Roy Wood
has loaned Tony Tebby an
Aurara systern to produce the
colour drivers for ffre .Aurora,
so hopefu|ly we're lookrng
forward to them pretty soon.

Stephen Pooie also writes:

[] Another point I found
conlusing was in Al Boehm's
article on Midi Sounds, He said
that 'Simon Goodwin's key-
words via the QL NtT port
could handle a full orchestra"
I take this to mean that the
sound is not produced on a QL,
as further on he indicates that
the QL can handle a chord of
three 64th notes played toge'
ther:

Then he states thai the QL can
resolve time only down to a

video frame which is 1/50
second, This is quite evidently
false as Beep durations can be
much shorter and rests can be
programmed as short as requi-
red by using FOR loops. I have

bought a book on MlDl pro-
gramming and am very sur-
prised that Simon Goodwin has
been able to convert QL
BtEPs to MlDl format at all

More news please.

Sinnon N. Goodwin replies:
MlDl and via the 8L NET port
rnnplies lhe QL is eontrolling
nof generating the sound.
BEEP can indeed resolve
shorter priods buf the CIL
must poll the IPC {a fime-con-
suming process) and is at the
mercy of IPC (or ernulafion]
variations. FOR loops are
hopeless for liming, depend-
ing 0n program size, CPU,
RCIM uersion, offien fasks -

this is a multi-fasking system
and QL MlEl keeps f{ ffrat way
lndeed if's possble to use
Xchange and play MIDI - in

time! - sirnullaneously
EEEP is nothing fo do wfh ff.

Nowhere did we connect
BEEF and flflDl. Thaf is Steve's
inrrenfion, nnof ours, and fhe
basis of his nnisunderstanding.

AI Boehm replres:
MlDl (Musical lnslrument Digi-
lal lnterface) is, per se, l'ust a
hardware and forrnaf stan-
dard. lt specifies the hardware
connections - plugs, pins, ca-
ble, etc. - that are fo be used
between digital musical rnstru-
ments and lheir assocr,ated
components which in our ease
is a 8L computer ln a stroke
of genius, $irnon thought out a
way thaf the Qt NET port
could emulafe the MlDl hard-
ware slandard. Thus a simple
plug can be nrade ts connect
the QL NET port io a Drgitatr
Musical fnstrument such as
musrbal keybaard so fhat the
QL can control fhe musical
keyboard and make it play
You are nght rn your assump-
tion ffrat the QL does not nrake
any sound; it just sends data
to fhe musre keyboard which

generales lhe sound. MlDl can
be used to send data to other
devices that use the &rlD,

standard. For example, boxes
that conlrol stage lrghtirng or
mixers that change the volume
for sels of microphones. When
MlDi is used lo make musrc, a
synthesizer (synth for shorl)
r's needed fo change the MlDl
data into sounds which are
played on speakers or recor-
ded. Thus, the musicaf key-
board I nnentioned above must
have a MlDl ,N port to receive
fhe dafa and a synth to gene-
rate the sounds" Synths are
also sold separately withoul a
keyboard. One can dnve a
synfh with a cornputer or with
other instruments that have
special MlEl pickups. I fiave
one of fhese for my guifar
AIso to make things more ver-
safrle, (complicated?) there are
rnusical keyboards fhal have
no synth built in. These are
called confrollers and nnerely
send MtrDl signals fhrough a
MlDl OUT porl sc that sorne
ofher synfh (or recording de-
vice) can generafe the sounds.
MlEl is also a format slandard.
Se{s af numbers sent as
byles over the lUlDl hardware
specify what is lo be done.
For example start a nole, or
slop a note, or use a parffcu{ar
rhsfrumenl sound. Many books
on MIDI give this formaL ANso

a lot of it is given rn the
downloadable files from fhe
NESQLUG web site under
MIDI:
http : // bo ehm.h o me.hiwaayn el
The boehm actually stands for
my son Bdl who is fhe web-
master; and yes there are two
a's in hiwaay! Many of lhe
combinations of numbers have
been made easy to use by a
large set of keywords
NOTE_ON. NOTE_OFF
M,D,-MUTE, etc. - developed
by Simon. These are explained
in his DIY -til,Dl manual whieh
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is also on the NESQLLjG web
sife. hflDlPlayer reads rn a
SMF (Standard MlDl Frle) and
sends the MlDl signals out of
the Qt NET port at lhe proper
time. Thus we come to your
second main questibn. You are
nghf. The Q{- can resofve frrne

to less than a 20 millisecond
infervat But not relrablyr The
QL clock fhrough fhe DATE$
function only gives tr:nne to the
second. Sinron's timlng key-
words give flme fo the video
frame rate fl/50 second = 20
millr'seconds) n/6A second
for US nrachrnes).Sorne tricks
- FOR loops - can be used fo
estimate time to a srnaller in-
{ervaf. However in a mu{ti*task-
ing machine, {hey are not corn-
pletefy reliable, plus fhey take
compule tirne. I woried abouf
this quite a bit until I lrstened fo
MlDlPlayer play nany songs.
fifow f am satisfied that rf is
not a srgnifrcant problem. The
praaf of the pudding is in the
eafrng. Try &rtlDPlayer your-
self All the software is free-
ware ar cardware {send a

postcard fo Simon GoodwinJ.
Yau will need a synth, proba-
bly a musical keyboard wilh a
M,D, lN port One with the
GENERAL MlD, {GM) logo is
preferred although earlier
MlDl will work. Roland GS and
Yamaha XG are exfensions of
General MlDl and play GM
wifhoul any trouble. Make sure
it has a MlDl lN port! Sirnon
bought an ald keyboard with-
ouf a manuaf at a garage sale.
It was invaluable for debug-
ging the DIY-MID, keywords,
buf its lirnifations are quite
noticeable in the type of music
thaf can be played. You will
need to make a M|0!/NET port
cable. Elrec#ons are om fhc
NESQLUG web sife. {t only re-
qul:res two wires fo be sol-
dered - no ehrps or resisfers
or anything like thaf. As long
as you know which end of a
soldering iron to pick eip you
can do it younself lf you have
zero skill at soldering Tony
Frrshrnan wifl nnake i/ou one
for a small fee. The best parf
is that even with nninimal pro-

gramming skill, you can gene-
rale some neaf sounds" The
source eode for MlDlPlayer as
well as for the DIY-ft/lEl key-
words is on the NESCILL.,G

site. Both are loaded with
commenls" I have a Yarnaha
PSR-510, a rnfd feyel rnusfcal
keyboard synth which is
GEruERAL M'D'. With ft, EAN

MlDlPlayer play a full orches-
tra? Yes, it can, and it is very
sweet
The DIY-MIEI has nothing fo
do wilh BEEP However your
mention of it has caused rne
to think that MlDlPlayer can
read in SMF which are avai-
lable for rnany songs. lnstead
of MlDlPlayer sending MIPf
out, tt could send all note
slarts and stops lo BEEPEEEF
would not do jusffee to rnany
songs but somethrng like
"Flight of the BurnbleBee"
whieh ls al! one instrumenf,
could sound very interesfing
when played just by BEFPLeI
me know if you would like to
work on such a project d'll

help you.

Time to Dectde - Re-v$slted
Robrn Barker

There have been, to put it midly
some interesting responses to
my original Time to Decide let-
ter Firstly, I must make clear
there is no planned agenda to
turn Quanta into a multiplatform
group. There has been no sug-
gestion that Quanta's current
funds would be used to sup-
port other platforms, nor has
there been any suggestion we
are lorsaking the QL. ln fact,
quite the reverse. I consider the
survival of the QL and Quanta
to be the prime motives.
There has been some criticism
that I am only interested in the
future of Quanta for Quanta's

sake. This I consider to be a

little odd. I am after all, the cur-
rent chairman and as such
must surely seek and promote
the interests of Quanta mem-
bership majority. The way to
seek opinions is through the
magazine since not ail Quanta
members are on the Net, hence
the Tirne to Decide letter The
letter was purposely designed
to kick stari a debate, the ob-
jective obviously being fulfilled.
Phil Jones asked whether the
committee have pursued a pre-
vious idea to increase member-
ship that involved mailing let-
ters to ex-members asking

why they le{t Quanta and en-
ticing them to reloin. Thrs was
tried and proved to be unsuc-
cessful.
I suspect the majority of mem-
bers leaving Quanta lall into
two groups. The first will have
given up computers comple-
tely, for reasons that would in-

clude health etc. The second
will have moved to other plat-
forms in favour of the QL. I

believe we should try to en-
courage this group to stay, but
how? lf we could rnaintain their
interest in Quanta, therefore
keeping them in touch with the
QL, they may, for example, end
up purchasing an emulatorl lt is
surely better to have the QL on
the shelf rather than out the
window
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To pretend PC's etc., don't exist
is banal. Not only do a signifi-
cant number of QL'ers use
other plat{orms as a matter of
c0urse, many QDOS based
systems are now run on other
platforms. lt therefore follows
users also have an interest in

those other platforms. Do we
accuse those who run QDOS
type systems on a PC as being
deserters of the QL? Of course
notl Why not in this case,
attend to their interests. I would
guess as tirne goes on, more
and more QDOS based sys-
tems will be run on other plat-
lorms, mainly the PC. Times

have changed. No longer is the
QL isolated in its black box.
The point is, do we change?
As the QL user base continues
to decrease development be-
comes more dilficult, especially
hardware which becomes in-

creasingly expensive as de-
mand falls, and like it or not,
demand for updated QL pro-

ducts is the key to the QL's
future, tor without this, the QL
will become an antiquated toy.
This is the reality, so what are
the options? Do we attend to
members interests in other plat-

forrns via the magazine? [For
those who would not wish to

read any such articles, you sim-
ply skip the page just like any
other rnagazine you read) Do
we invite other platforrn users
into the fold so they at the very
least, become acquainted with
the QL? or what? You tell me.

The QL 2000 show in October
will feature a debate on this
subject on the Sunday mor-
ning. The outcome of that de-
bate, taken together with your
correspondence, will be cruciai
You are the Members. You
Decide.

Robin Barker
Chairman, Quanta

Mf DlFlayen tr
Al Boehm

After much tesiing, delays, and additions, MlDl-
Player 1 went out on B December 1999, The next
day I thought I would download some MlDl Christ-
mas music for the season. I found some good
ones. loaded them up, but they did not work!
A good thing I had MlDlView. This a SBasic pro
gram I wrote to decipher SMF (Standard MlDl

Files). SMF is the standard format for storing MlDl

data on disk. Music stores sell MlDl songs on disk
or CD and when MlDlsongs are downloaded from
the web, they are in SMF formai. MlDlView reads a

SMF and prints what it interprets each MlDl event
to be.

ln less than a minute, I saw what the problem was.
ln SMF MlDl events generally consist ol three
parts: a time, a status byte, and data bytes. The
status byte indicates what is to be done and how
many data bytes follow There are several excep-
tions to the three part rule, One of the most com-
mon is what is termed "running status". This
means that the status byte (which is always
greater than 127) is left out. lnstead use the status
from the previous eveni on the same track.
MlDlPlayer 1 allowed for running status on SMF
type 0 which is limited to one track. SMF type 1

uses multiple tracks. Usually but not necessarily,
each track is for a separate instrument. For exam-

ple, track 1 for clarinet, track 2 for trumpet, track 3
for bass, track 4 for drums, etc. Now I lhought
who would want to run status with multiple tracks.
The clarinet needs a different staius than the
trumpet and so on.
Weil I was right in the sense that you can not run

status out the NET port when instruments are
intermixed. However on the SMF file, you can
save bytes by storing the events in a run status
mode if the same instrument is used on a track.
Thus, track 1 would have one status byte at the
starl to let you know it was for the channel
assigned to the clarinet and from then on nothing
but time and data bytes.
Of course, in sending MlDl data out the NET port,
you would have to add the proper status byie
anytime another instrument came in-between
your last use of the clarinet.
Well a couple of lF statements could do the trick.
The trouble is ihe QL could have trouble keeping
up if the lF siatements were added in the PLAY

loop. lt took me over two months two figure a

way to check beforehand, and when needed,
POKE status bytes into the time section ol the file
stored in ram. This is possible since SMF time (in

beats per minute and lraction of a beat since last
event) is recalculated into QL frames (1/60 se-
cond) and stored separately in an array. The
address in ram to the MlDl event was reset to the
new status byte Since this is all done beforehand,
the PLAY loop did not become a bottleneck.
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Thus MlDlPlayer 2 can now run type 2 SMF even
i{ ihey run status on multiple rntermixed tracks
without any degradation in speed. Finally I could
listen to Winter Wonder Land using my QLI
It you haven't heard MlDlPlayer play, you are in for
a treat. You do need a synth and several people
have asked rne what should they get. lf a nnusical
keyboard has the GeneralMlDl logo it willdo quite
well. I have seen these in catalogs as low as $i30
new General MlDl requires 16 channels and up io
24 simultaneous voices or 16 simultaneous melo-
dy voices plus B for drums, Howevet almost any
of the new musical keyboards that have a MlDl lN
port have enough capability to work OK even if
they are not GeneralMlDl. But if you buy an older
one at a yard sale make sure it is General MlDl or
at least has a substantial number of channels and
simultaneous voices.
MlDlPlayer 2 is available on the MlDl section of the
NTSQLUG web site
http://boe h m. h ome-h iwaay. net
along with Simon Goodwin's DIY-M|DI keywords
and docurnentation. Source code is available ioo.
Also there are several MlDl documents including

'An lntro to tullDl".

I have not put MlDlView on the NIESQLUG web
site since it needs some cleaning up and a manu-
al before I would consider it presentable.
However it works, and I will send it to anyone
who can use it.
As nice as MlDlPlayer rs, I consider it a very beau-
tiful toy. My next planned project is to beef up
MlDlView into an easy to use low level MlDl editor
This capability is something I need. The high end
MlDl editors for Mac, PC, etc. are available {usually
expensive) but iust do not have the capability to
change a single byte.
Of course,l thought I would finish MlDlPlayer in six
weeks; it took nine monthsl So don't hold your
breath!
Oh, in answering Stephen Poole's letter about
MlDlPlayer and BEEPit occurred to me that MlDl-
Player could be converted to use BEEPOf course,
BIEP would not be melodious as a synth and
would have trouble with multiple parts. But a solo
part could be sounded by BEEP ls anyone
interested in working on this project? I'd be willing
to help.
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A Quick announce-
ment!
This column was produced en-
tirely on the Q 40 which is now
the main machine in The Q

Branch HO in Portslade, The
shop and the shows will still do
their business through the
MinisQL because it is easier to
transport and my Q 40 will be
there to demonstrate its poten-
tial but this is now my machine
of choice for producing ad-
verts and most QDOS /SN/SQ
use.

Nonmal Service is
resurned
After the flurry of the New
Year/New Century/New Milleni-

um celebrations at the start of
the year had died down we got
down to some serious QDOS/
SMSQ business with three
shows one after the other
during February. First off Tony
Firshman, Bill Richardson and
myself attended the Radio Ral-

ly in Cambridge, {ollowed by an

[indhoven trek and finishing off
with my own workshop in

Hove.
This could be a good year for
workshops with several in the
planning stage Apart from the
U.S, meeting there are others
planned in Paris, Austria, ltaly,

and lreland as well as the QL
2000 meeting in Portsmouth in
October
lf anyone is planning a show
please send me the details so I

can include it on my website,
Those of you who are online
and want to check show de-
tails can do so through the Q
Branch website at,

http ://www.q b ra n ch.d e tno n "

co.uklwebsites/

The Cambridge one was
strangely curtailed and, having
got up at some silly hour of the
morning, and driven for two
and a half hours to get there
for 900am the show began
packing up at 2,30pm I apolo-
gise to anyone who arrived af-

ter that to find us gone. As it
was a couple of Qlers turned
up after we had packed our
stand away and both Tony and I

had to dig out some of the
stuf{ they wanted.

Eindhoven
This regular meeting rs one of
the places where some of the
issues get thrashed out since it

is a relaxed venue and always
followed by a visit to the local
Chinese Restaurant where tra-
ders, programmers and some
of the customers can have a
general discussion.
This meeting was enhanced by
the presence of Tony Tebby
and Peter and Claus Grat
(thanks for the rneal, guys). as
well as several members of the
French QL Club. Q 40s aboun-
ded running three different ope-
raiing systems although mine
was pretty much taken up for
most of the day with our al-
templs lo get LINUX running on
it. We did make a few inleres-
ting discoveries about this (see

the Q 40 sectionland I did leave
the venue with LINUX com-
pleiely installed on my machine.
Eindhoven also saw the launch
of SuQcess, Wolfgang Uhlig's
front end lor the DBAS data-
base system. I originally saw
this in Eindhoven last year and
was impressed then so I am

very glad to see it released. I

am even more pleased to see
a new programmer sur{acing.

'We need rnor€!
Wolfgang Lenerz was also
there taking notes and sugges-
tions for improvements to his

Agenda program. lt is good
that programmers listen to their
customers in this way and
make the kind of changes that
are needed to improve the pro-

duct. Eindhoven is a long way
from Hove but always worth
the yourney.

Hove
My usual thanks go out to all of
those who attended or helped
the Hove show ai the end of
February. This is always a hard
show for rne because I have to
be both trader and organiser
When we arrived we found that
there was a wedding reception
going on in the other room and
there were not enough tables
available. This is despite our
having booked three months in
advance and specified that we
would need lots of tables. Tony

Firshman and I went on a raid

and stole tables from various
places when the lazy hotelstaff
could not be bothered to help
us. I think I shall be looking for a
new venue for next year's
show.
Enrico Tedischi was at this

show displaying his collection
of all of Sinclair's products {he
couldn't get his C5 down the
stairs) and he will be attending
the big two day event in Ports-
mouth later this year
It was a shame that ill health
prevented Rich Mellor and Dil-

wyn Jones from attending the
show. Rich is in bed with a

nasty stomach condition which
does not allow him to sit up for
longer than an hour at a tinre.

Get well soon Rich,

A Few Old ehestnuts
Many people have complained
in the past about BOOT file lis-

tings but there is a place for
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A well established accounrs package for the small to
medium sized business, including auromaric
generanon of pro6r & loss account balaice sheet, VAT
rerurn, reporfs and analysis for audit trails and
rnanagement decisions. Previously so)d for over [100.

Manage a payroll for a small to medium sized
business. Handles up to 99 employees easily,
producing P45s and P60s as well as rhe payslips on a
monthly or weekly basis. CalcuJares rax and narional
insurance and is easy to update to take account c.rJ

current tax year rules.

Provides on-screen help for SuperBASlC commands,
inciuding :nost toolkits (IK2, Turbo Toolkir, SMSQ,/E
and PD toolkits). Copy of PD toolkits available
separately for f2. Can easily be used to add help pages
Lc yoLu own pr/)grams - simply produce ASCII text files
containing each help page, an index to the help pagecontaining each help page, an index to the help page
and rhe program will auromadcally cross-reference
and display the links o screen.

Produces landscape prinrours of EaseVQSpread
spreadsheets and ourput from QL Genealogist, ai well
as any other standard fext file. You can speci'fy the
fonts to be used on the page. Works r,r'ith all EPSON
compatible printers, from 9 pin dot marrix up ro inkjer
printers, A rrost useful utiliry wrirten by Dilwy'n Jones
- you know ir musr be easy t0 use.

New improved prinler drivers, providing up ro 720 dpi
prinlout in h.rii coiour from all programs wrirren for
use with PrcWesS, such as LineDesign and Paragraph.
Work on all Epson inljer prinrers which supporr binary
mode compression (740,850 and 900 models al least).
1440 dpi to fol.low.

Thesc programs enable you ro keep a track of your
fhnrily tr-ee - add individuals, wirh details of rheir
prrenrs and children, and warch all of rhose links build
up into a forrnal family tree layolrt. Notes and picrures
connected wjrh an indivrdual may also be stored,
making this the perfect way to preserve the history oi
vrrur f.rmily for f,rture generafions. The QL version
now alluws you to kpep deraiis of borh the male and
fe:rr.rlr. 'ide r,f rlrc farli)v irr one Jarge family rree. Easy
r.r Lrsr with a stcp by stcp tutorial fJr starteis. This is i
special ofler price - valid trntil 3I/3/2O0O.

Have you ever tried to wi^ire a programr but been lost as to
thc means of performing a certajn action? This Reference
Manuai provides you wirh a hrll description and examples cf
how to use all of the ke)ryvords found on a standard QL, plus
the keywords under SMSQ,zE, Toolkit II and many different
public domain toolkits. Details of any possible problems are
provided, rogether with descriprions of how ro use rhe
device drivers and how to ensure rhat your programs are
comparible across rhe range of QL plarforms.

This book is ideal for all QL users and is kept up to date by
regular updates.

Orders are currently being taken for the next print nrn of
this popular tome.
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(ldore Frice for the book does not include postage and
packing).

Classic QL adventures, now re-released without any need
for rnicrodrives. These include mainly text adventures,
catering for ali rastes, from the spoof Prawn, through to a
Hammer Horroc fighring rhe bad-guys in the old West and
battling with robotic hoards and goblins. Return to Eden is ,r

massive three disks of adventure, with picrures for each
jocatjon and a caprured prince to rescue. With three
characters to conroi, each with rleir own abilities and
skills, thjs one should keep you amused for many an
evening.
All six advenrures are available rogether for only C25.

Can you learn ro fly a rwin-engined passenger jer? This
simulator includes ftill shaded 3d views of the ryorld around
which you are flfing, toegeth€r with lhe abilfty to add
navigarion beacons, airports and even landscape fearures to
make FlightDeck the ultimate QL Flight simulator. A
database of the main UK airports is inch-rded ro allilw you to
fly around the UK for rraining missions.
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This is the larest version of this popular route finding
pro[lram. Find the quickest route c]r the shorrest route
between any n^'o places, using roads. A wide ramge of maps
is availabie for rhis program. {see elsewhere in this advert).
The program is easy and quick to use. You can even add your
own piaces and roads to the maps to include local detail.

For the wargaming enthusiast . D-Day is a classic table top wargamel where you
cr:ntrol either the Aliies or the Axis fcrces and piay againsc either the computer
orenother human player. With rhe abiliry lo define yourown army set ulls and a
choice of four differenr.scenarios, this should keep vou entertained for a while.
Grey Woif places yr'ru in r'h.rl'ge of a subm.rrine - can )rorr sink the enemy
shipping whilsr avoiding rheir pl;rnes ilnd desrroyers??

RWAP Software, 4 Anvil Creseexat,
Coseley, West Vlidlands
WV]-4 8GA

TEL: S1902 836888
Cheques in €sterling

payable ro'R.lv/treXlor'
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these. On the QL-USERS mail
list someone posted a copy of
his BOOT file because he was
having a problem. As always
on this list, there was no shor-
tage o{ useful remarks about it.

Amongst those was one whlch
all users of Qubide and multiple
partitions should note. Each
partition takes up a sizeable
chunk of RAM to store its map^

lf you are in the habit ol linking
all of the partitions in when you

start up, think again. You will be
amazed at the amount of me-
mory saved when only one
WlNl- is active. You can always
link more of them in with either
a WIN-DRIVE comrnand or
Winlink,
Another poini was made by
Malcolm Cadman when talking
about Mice and the QL. lf you
use some 3-button mice and
think they don't work try
holding the left mouse button
down when firing it up. This will
force the mouse to fire up as a
three button mouse and not as
a two button one 0n my old
SERmouse system this was vi-
tal in order to stop the mouse
streaking off into a corner and

sulking there, I have the same
problem with the Aurora sys-
tem in the Q Branch HQ but not
with the MinisQL both of which
use the fullsuperHermes. Ditte-
rent mice - different techniques
needed.

This Gold's on Fira
Recent communications bet-
ween Nasta and us suggest
that thinking about the Goldfire
is reaching an advanced stage.
One of his suggestions con-
cerns the amount of RAM to be
available and which form it
should be in. tvly recent experi-
ence with the Q 40 and 'stan-

dard' PC items such as SIMMs
suggesis that there is no such
thing as standard. the upper
timit of the memory address-
able by the GoldFire is 128Mb -

massrve by QL standards ave-
rage by the megalithic PC. You
could have this on a 'standard'

PC 168 pin DIMM or soldered
directly onto the board. Since a

12BMb DIMM refused to work
wiih my graphics adaptor on
my PC recenily even though it
worked fine with a different
PC/Graphics Card I personally
think that there is no contest.
Find SDRAM which works and
solder it dlrectly ontc the
board This does, howevet
raise one slight problem. The
Q40's performance is held
back slightly by the way in

which the memory slave
blocks are handled. Users with
32Mb as opposed to the stan-
dard 16Mb supplied find a slight
delay in the performance as it
checks the extended slave
blocks. What would this do to a
12BMb memory I wonder?
I think we would all rather
splash out a few more pounds
and have a large nnemory ca-
pability on our systems and I

think that there is no point in

supplying lower memory units
at a slightly lower cost. For
once the capacity is not the
issue here srnce ram chips
themselves are comparatively
cheap. Performance is what
counts. We should, therefore
look for ways around lhe slave
block problem. Would it be fea-
sible to specify an area and size
tor the slave blocks to use?
These are mainly used when
loading from disk so why nol
allow the user to specify how
much ram should be allocated to
slave block use. lf you do a lot
of shifting of data from disk you

may want to increase ihis ot il
you do not do much and tend to
work on particular topics for
long periods you could restrict it
to a couple of Mb's. I am no
programmer so I am not sure if
this ls a feasible idea.
Thierry was involved in the
discussions about the GoldFire

and, when the talk turned to
the thorny problem of compati-
bility with older games and pro-
grams, suggested that anyone
who bought the more advanced
systems such as the GoldFire,
QPC 2 and the Q 40 would not
want to use these older pro
grams. I think I would differ
here. I have already had people
call me about running Abacus
and Perfection of the Q 40 and
about printing from Quill or
Perfection f rom the QPC 2

emulator lt seems to me that
people will always want to use
the programs that they are the
most familiar with and it is

interesting to see people with
500MHz PCs with all o{ the
Micro$oft soltware on them
wanting to use Quill. This
should tell programmers every-
where something about simpli-
city. I suppose they are not
listening though because they
are so busy writing animated
paper clips and other such
nonsense.
All the same the problem does
remain that we have to some-
times sacrifice advances in our
sysiem to take into account the
way that older software exploi-
ted loopholes in the old ROMs.
People tell me that SMSQ/E is
faulty because it will not run
some of the old software with-
out realising that the old soft-
ware only ran because either
the O/S did not see the errors
in it or ii was writing to an area
which it was not supposed io
but which was not being used
at the time. There were areas in
the JM and JS ROMS which
were reserved for future use
but never got exploited. Some
of the old soitware used these
areas and now when the
newer O/S cornes along and
uses these areas there are
contlicts. lt seems to the user
ihat SMSQ/E is at fault but that
is often (not always) the case.
A recent bug fix for ShlSQiE
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{v2.95} actually made the situa-
tion worse and some software
crashed because of it. That
should be fixed by now so
upgrade immediately if you
have older versions.

Teaching a New Dog
Old Tricks
One of my shop customers,
who runs the computer sys-
tems in a local company, called
in a while ago when I was run-
ning up the first batch of the Q
40s. He wants to write his own
operating system and became
fascinated by the simplicity and
elegance of the Q 40's design,
He immediateiy bought one of
the first units and has been
working with it {or a while now
He is the first user who has not
come from the QDOS/SMSQ
direction and this is interesting
for me because it tends to
highlight the differences bet-
ween our systern and others.
He was amazed by the con-
cept that you could write a
piece of code and add it to the
system to generate new key-
words and has been eagerly
throwing himself into getting to
grips with, what was to him, an
alien system, Having been a QL
user for over fifteen years I do
tend to take some things for
granted and I have had to think
back a long way to get expla'
nations about the way things
work for us. I do not think that
we will see any software from
him although he is learning fast
but I will keep you informed
about his progress if you are
interested. I may even be in a
position to offer yet another
O/S for the Q 40

N-INUX
As I mentioned above I have
now got a functioning LINUX in-

staliation although time has
been a little short recently so I

have not done more than
dipped my toe into the surface

of ii. This seerns to exist on
two levels and be perceived by
people in two very opposite
ways. One thing people seem
to want more than anything
else is a system which does
not crash - undersiandable real-
ly lf you talk to the average PC
user lhey have perceived the
hype about LINUX as 'This is
Windoze that Works' Well that
may be so or it may not. lt is

hard to tell this at this stage
since I have not really got rnto
using LINUX and there seem to
be very few applications in the
LINUX package so I suppose I

will have to start raking the net
tor 68k LINUX programs.
Purists and progi'ammers
eschew the X-Windows ap-
proach and go for the com-
mand line control. Since my
knowledge of this is very limi-
ted I have not investigated it to
any degree but, as I have said
in this column before, I agree
with Stuart Honeyball who
thinks that computers should
be accessible and understan-
dable with very little reading or
study. I suppose it all hinges on
what you have a computer {or
lf you enloy playing around with
the system and programming
then that is all well and good
but the average user just
wants to get on with the things
he bought the machine for:

Typing out an essay at the
command line is just not for him
and ihat is why systems like
Windoze took off in the flrst
place.

HTML
There has been a lot of discus-
sion on HTML in the QL-Users
lnternet group and in this issue
of the magazine. I got involved
in HTML a while ago when I re-
wrote the DATAdesign rnanual
when PROGS released Pro-
WesS. lt seemed to me to be
the ideal tool for producing
documentatron because of its

ability to allow the user to jump

around the text. I am still not
100% convinced that reading
manuals onscreen is the best
way to do it, however The
more involved I get with PC

software whose documenta-
tion is almost exclusively in that
format the more I feel that I do
not get the full potential out o{

the prograrns. I would very
olten buy a new program and
then sii down and read the
manual for a while to get an
rdea of what it could and could
not do, lf you only have the
manual as an online help
source you will inevitably miss
some of it's potential.

Adjust the Webbing
Like many Qlers now I have a
PC sitting on my desk. I built it
so that I could play a few
games and as an lnternet
station. ln the second part of
that I include maintaining my
website. lt is in that capacity
that I come more involved with
HTML. The PC abounds with
programs to produce HTML
There are loads of them. The
abiding factor which distingui-
shes them is that they nearly all
produce absolute rubbish
FITML. Spurious tags abound
and it seems that they put in

stuff just to ensure that the
resulting files are large enough
to qualily as PC files. There are
a couple of interestrng ones
and, amazingly enough, these
are both share 0r freeware.
NoteTabPro is shareware from
Switzerland which does a good

lob and has lots of other uses
and Evrsoft produce a free
editor (1st Page 2000
www.evr$oft "com/'l stpage/
Steve Hail found this.) which is

superb but these are PC pro-
grams. Dilwyn and Geoff Wicks
are both able to convert files
from word processors into
HTML but these, by their very
nature, must produce restricted
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code. We need someone to
take on the task of writing a
proper HTML writing tool for
QDOS/SMSQ systems. I would
imagine that the resulting edi-
tor would not be an easy task
because, to make it really use-
ful it would have to be able to
preview the results,
The corporate vultures of big
business do things like char-
ging a high licence fee for
people whc want to use GIF

image rendering and these
things also need a lot of co-
lours for them to work but JPG
files are now a common inter-
net picture form and Dave
Westbury proved that a JPEG
viewer is a possibility so we
should be able to do this. I

would love to be able to pro-

duce and edit my website on a
QDOS/SMSQ system rather
ihan on a PC.

A Rolling Format
Gathens Much r\rtess
The big problem with HTML for
us QLers is that it does not
stay still. The only two readers
that we have for the QDOS/
SMSQ system are the PROGS
one, supplied with ProWesS,
which will only handle HTML
3,00 or lower and Qlynx - a PD

HTIVL reader ported by Jona-

than Hudson. I must con{ess
that I have not tried to get
Qlynx working after a lew
abortive attempts a year or so
ago but the whole process
seemed unnecessarily c0m-
plex. I do not, therefore, know if
it can handle later versions of
HTML. The kind of HTML that
we meet on the iniernet today
is of a much higher level and
we desperately need a reader
that can handle this if we are to
proceed. The closeness ol the
release of the full colour drivers
for SMSQ systems and ihe
work being done TCP/IP stacks
means that a lull function HTML
XTML viewer should be a prio'
rity. Which leads me to this
month's....,

As you may have seen in other
places in the magazine PROGS
have made the ProWesS base
disiribution free under the GPL
licence, Joachim did this to
encourage someone to use his
HTML viewer: provided with it,

as a base to produce a more

up to date version. This does
not mean that PROGS are
quitting the QD0S/SMSQ
world just that they are making
their stuff rnore accessible
which can only be a good
thing. lt requires a 'C' program-
mer and sorneone with a good
knowledge of HTML to do it
but we could wind up with a

web browser: One of the main
accusations levelled at Pro-
WesS is that is a slow in

comparison to other programs
on our system but this is really
a result using vector drawing
techniques to produce the
screens, As we rnove more
towards faster machines such
as the Q 40, QPC 2 on fast PCs
and the GoldFire ProWesS
should come more and more
into the picture. ltlost peopie
who move up to more powerful
systems have a problem when
using the higher resolutions
because the size of the cha-
racters makes it hard to read.

Only programs like ProWesS
can overcorne this because
the characters produced by
these programs are vectored
and not pixel based. We are
planning to distribute the Pro-
WesS base installation as a

free cover disk in a later QL
Today. Look out for it.

POSTCARD: Seneen Sav€r - You dec$de!
You will find a little postcard with this issue. Please answer the questions on it and post it back to
Jochen Merz Software.
lf you have used the CueDark screen saver syslem presented on the last cover disk, please take
a few moments to look at the modules presented on this disk and vote for your favourite module
to help us decide on a winnerl Note that Thierry Gide{roy has asked that his moCules are not
entered into the competition, so please do not vote for him even if you preferred his rnodulesl
The card also asks you to tell us if your system can read HD disks, which will help us since it is
becorning harder for us to obtain DD disks now.

The final section lets you tell us what sorts of cover disk "themes' you'd like to see in the future,

Please enter your name and email address. There is a small box you can tick if you would tike to
be added to the QL News Mailing List so that we can keep you informed about news and shows,
especially QL shows in your area.
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U$ QL eCI00 Show
Spor?sored by N ESQLXJG

\ffhite River Junctionn V€rmont IJSA on AAay 90, 2000
The show will be held at the Hotel eoofdge in White River Junction, Verrnont USA on
May 20, 2000 This small town is right on the border of the states of New Hampshire and
Verrnont in the heart of the US region known as New England Close to major lnterstate
Highways l-89 and l-91.

The Hotel Coolidge has a web site http:l/www.hotelcoolidge"com/ and can be
contacted by email (hotel.coolidge@valley.net). There is also an 800 number that will
work within the US and Canada {800-622 1124} and a regular number (802-295 3118}. lf
you call please mention NESQLUG or QL Computer Show to get special rates:
Single $49 Double $59
I have reserved B rooms to be held until April 20th but wiil reserve more if we need them.
All rooms are non smoking, The hotel has a resiaurant and bar For those interested in the
experience or on a tight budget will welcome travelers to stay in our home. Just let me
know

As in past years on Friday evening, h/ay 19, at 6 PM we will meet in the hotel lobby and
g0 to dinner togethen The show will be at the hotel from 10 ARvl until 4 PM on Saturday,
May 20. A lunch will be served during ihe show Admission to the show including lunch
wiil be $12 per person but traders will be free. After the show there will be a dinnei at the
hotel which will be $20 per person. 0n the following day, May 21, there will be an all day
gathering at our home, Bill Cable/Mary Boyle, for the day. lt is located in Cornish, New
Hampshire which is about 15 miles from the Hotel Coolidge See the Wood And Wind
Wind Generator in action.

Please contact: Bill Cable Direcior of I\ISQLUG at caorceq&erportat.netor (603) 875 2218
if you have any questions. The Hotel Coolidge Web Site has a map and more detailed
maps and directions will soon be available at the NISQLUG Web Site. lf you are planning
to come please let me know so we can keep an accurate list of who will be there. Hope
to see you there.

Airport _ _ DrLvinp Time to Show Location
Boston, MA Airport
Manchester NH Airport
Hartford, CT Airport
Burlington, VT Airport
Montreal, Canada Airport
New York, NY Airports
Lebanon, NH Airport
this is small regional airport has rental cars

3 hour drive north
1 1/2 hour drive north Nice Drive
3 hour drive northeast
2 hour drive east
4 hour drive south
6 hour drive northeast
10 minutes drive

Nice Drive
Nice Drive



The &L $hsw A enda
16, Aprf,K - bavyhwlme, ffinfi&ed Kimgdom
mmMeLruG Worl<shop €' Quamta AGM

3.3 " fftay K$mdhovex?? Tlne Ne&&eerXaxxds
$&, .Iorf,s eollege, same ven&^ee as a&rmays.

A&* &[ay ffias& Coas* ruS Shmw.r. See rever$e sfide8

PXanneC for Septernbers ltal*am 8t Shsow"

FKamned beginaa&mg of ffietoberx Auetrfiam 8L Show.

44"/K 5" &s&oberr &fu Affi&& $&nww (see heXorw),

ru'ffi$$$
Roy Brereton lnforms &xs, that the Quanta sponsored big two day QL2OOO
wonkshop styXe xneeting fis set fon .$atr.rrday and Sunday, Oetoben 14 and
n5. The venu"re is;
The F{orizon eenter, Sundridge eXoseo eoshanr, Portsmouth, p06 3Lp.
Cosham is a northern suburb of Fortsmouth. Roy is the Quanta poiurt-
of-eontact. At tteis rnoxnent he is sorting our& the warisLls hotels to find the
best deaXs. CIverseas groups &tre heing espeeially finvited to eCIme to ttris
show" Saturday will be a trading day with severa! &L notables making
presentations. Evening will see a group dinner, subsidized for Quanta
rnember$. On Sunday at 1O:OO Aftl thene wil! be a debate to diseuss the
futux'e of &uanta" .At nCIsm nonrmaX wonkehop aet$vities/tradimg wiltr eon-
tinue.
At least 16 people from the QS have expressed interest in coming.
NHSSIJUG has appointed Al Boehm as poirrt-of-contaet. Al $s collecting
travel inforrnation and any potemtial attendee fnorn l\orth Armerica is
encCIuraged to contaet him: boehxm@ziplimk.net
or Mail: 2501 Hrmine Dr", Huntsvf,lle, Alabarna 35810, UgA"
" Everything* about Fortsrnouth ean be fomnd at:
http: fwww" Bortsmo uth -eoXle ge.a e "u$<{oXr nsfi te /Loeal.F? tm


